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Message 1 

MESSAGE 1 

 

BE GRATEFUL THAT YOU ARE LIVING IN THE TIME OF 

TRANSFORMATION ON THIS PLANET 

 

My loved ones on planet Zero... 

Be grateful that you have come here to this planet at this time of 

transformation, when the separation of the grain from the chaff is taking place, 

in other words, the separation into two basic directions - the positive (minority 

of humanity) and the negative (majority of humanity). You are living to fulfill 

your mission, which you are fulfilling mostly unconsciously. But that's all right. 

You have agreed to accept the task on planet Zero, you are here by your free 

choice, and you have all the means to complete it successfully. 

Many of you do not realize that every second of this time has multiversal 

significance. Beings who have not had the privilege of being present in a 

negative state will learn from you in the next cycles of time, let alone in the 

revolutionary time of transformation when there are only a few physical years 

left for the separation of humanity. You are privileged to exist right now. You 

have a privilege that only something like 7.4 billion incarnated people in the 

world currently have. 

And to make matters worse, no one after you will have this right to be on planet 

Zero, where positive and negative states interact in one place. Why? As I have 

already communicated, in a few years the lightworkers will be recalled and 

therefore the negative state will prevail. This means that in a short while (even 

in terms of the passage of linear time) one component of this experiment will be 

completed. By this, keep in mind the end of the mixing of light and darkness on 

planet Zero. 

Further termination of the last component of the experiment will take place at 

the elimination of the negative state, when the question will be answered 

without exception: What would life be look like without God and His/Her 

spiritual laws? Learn more in The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ 

God's Family at http://bozirodina.cz. It contains the highest level of truth, so I 

encourage you to read it if you have not already done so. No one is forcing 

anyone to do anything, you can still choose to serve the light... or the darkness. 

The consequences of your soul's future destiny will be determined by that. 

Remember, only with the light will you be free. 
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I love everyone without distinction. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 2 

MESSAGE 2 

 

SEEK ONLY WHAT CONNECTS YOU TO OTHERS 

 

My beloved children in human bodies... 

Find the strength and courage within you and prove that you are capable of 

loving every human being without distinction. You cannot fight against the 

negative state with violence and hatred, because that only energizes what you 

are fighting against. 

Look for the spark of God in every being. Even the most evil souls just doing 

what they know how to do. I ask you to send them love. I do not ask you to 

approve of their actions, but to love them because they too serve the whole and 

portray what life would be look like without God and His/Her spiritual laws. 

Look at them and see their divine nature that is temporarily perverted and 

overturned. They are also one "cell" of My body, just like you. They do not know 

that if it were not for Me, they would not exist either, but you know it, so love 

them as much as I do, for I, the absolute Creator and parent of all infinite 

beings, love everyone indiscriminately. 

If you focus on yourself for a change, I have some advice for your life. Look for 

in yourself and in your surroundings only what connects you to others, not what 

divides you. At this momentous time, you are here in order to bring about the 

unification of a divided humanity that has been affected by the forces of the 

negative state for a very long time. I am here in the human body surrounded by 

high ranking beings to relieve it of its heavy burden. 

Soon I will open with My closest co-workers the Spiritual Center of God's 

Family in Prague, where I/we will meet with those who wish it. More 

information will be given in due time by My direct incarnation Jana, so that you 

too may be brought into the God vibrations. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 3 

MESSAGE 3 

 

THE ONLY CURE FOR EVERYTHING SICK, PERVERTED 

AND STOLEN FROM TRUE LIFE IS  

LOVE = HIGHER VIBRATIONS 
 

If you realize this simple formula and start living by it, you will be full of joy 

even in these difficult conditions of planet Zero. You have temporary bodies 

from My opponents the Pseudocreators who have invented all possible and 

impossible perversions that feed dead human life. In the activation of the 

negative state, the principles of True Life were stolen to manifest life without 

the spiritual laws of the Creator when their perversion was accomplished. 

You often complain of being sick or not feeling well. This is because the 

temporary body shells begin to deteriorate over time. Why? Because there is a 

lack of Love flowing into them from the source of all life, that is, the absolute 

state of The Lord Jesus Christ. The vast majority of beings in the negative state 

do not realize that if it were not for the Love that flows from the Source, they 

would not even exist. 

It is not only bodies that are suffering, but especially souls that are isolated 

from the energy of love and mercy. I have used the analogy before that souls 

living in the Zone of Displacement are like plucked flowers that wilt. Unlike 

isolated souls, inhabitants of the 5th and higher dimensions are literally bathed 

in Love because it is everywhere present - around them and within them. 

The existence of the negative state stifles you, although you may not even know 

it. Only with Me can you feel comfortable and at ease, and this is also true of 

the law in question, which is: Only with the Lord Jesus Christ can you have 

eternal life. Life from the Pseudocreators is temporary and will not last. You 

have the freedom to choose what kind of life you choose: True or false? 

"He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his life in this world 

shall keep it unto life eternal." 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 4 

MESSAGE 4 

 

YOU WILL FIND ME IN YOUR HEART, FREE OF FEAR AND 

SELF-UNDERESTIMATION 

 

This is a universal rule for all human beings on planet Zero and elsewhere in 

the Zone of Displacement. I am always present in you, otherwise no one would 

live, but it is up to you how private and intimate a relationship you have with 

Me. 

You who are reading these words are spiritually mature enough to make a 

conscious connection with Me and be guided by Me, because no one else knows 

you absolutely. Only I know what is best for you on your unique life journey. I 

know every cell of your bodies, I see into your hearts and I know the most secret 

desires of each of you. 

If you let go of fear and self-underestimation, you are well on your way towards 

a positive state where its inhabitants are constantly moving closer to My 

perfection for eternity, because that is how the game of life is played. 

Rule No. 1 - you must not be afraid. You have to realize that everything is 

perfect, you just can't understand it in the limited human bodies from the 

Pseudocreators. Fear controls and binds you. The negative elites over this world 

feed on your fear and want you to be afraid. If you look at everything with 

perspective, you will give me the benefit of the doubt that there is really no 

point in being afraid. Spiritually awakened individuals are never afraid because 

they know that I am protecting them with absolute protection. The incarnate 

beings from heaven are here on planet Zero in hostile territory, yet they are in 

the utmost safety because they are carrying out my plan and I will never allow 

anything to happen to them. 

Rule No. 2 - don't underestimate yourself and don't compare yourself to others. 

Do only what your heart and intuition tells you to do - that is, I, the Creator of 

everything and everyone, the Lord Jesus Christ. Many of you do not believe in 

your own abilities and originality. If you bring yourselves down and artificially 

lower yourselves, you will not go far on the spiritual path. Accept yourselves as 

you really are and do not deceive yourselves and do not be constantly guided by 

others. In every situation, ask yourself: What would my heart do? 

I have created an infinite variety of beings. In the whole vast Creation you will 

not find two beings alike, not even two snowflakes or blades of grass alike. I
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have endowed everyone with the necessary qualities to be happy for eternity 

and could be approaching the absolute state. I am talking about the abilities of 

your spirit and soul, not the temporary human body that is fabricated by My 

opponents the Pseudocreators. For those who will re-vibrate to New Earth at 

the division of humanity, I have prepared perfect subtle bodies free of all ills. 

You will give Me and our co-workers the benefit of the doubt after you have 

moved into the higher reality of being, when you experience the divine 

splendour for yourselves. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 5 

MESSAGE 5 

 

THE BASIS OF TRANSFORMATION AND ASCENSION TO 

THE HIGHER DIMENSION IS RAISING VIBRATIONS, 

EXPANDING CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

Another message to the beloved beings on planet Zero from The Lord Jesus 

Christ. 

No paine, no gain, this is true throughout the Multiverse, because only by self-

knowledge and self-discovery of the infinite varieties and variations of life can 

one ascend the spiritual spiral, constantly approaching the Lord Jesus Christ, 

that is, Me. Life is change, it never stagnates. 

In order to be able to easily transition to the 5th dimension in the division of 

humanity, you need to fully manifest your hidden potential and dedicate 

yourself to your mission. 

You who read these lines are overwhelmingly spiritually awakened, and your 

primary goal is to expand the consciousness of others, not just yourself. Share 

with your loved ones and friends what you already know about the events 

associated with the transformation of humanity. Introduce them gradually to 

the nature of the workings of this world, and later bring them onto the spiritual 

path in a form that is your own. Soon they too will make a quantum leap in 

their perception of existence and themselves. 

By informing others you raise the vibrations to them and even to yourself, for 

you are doing a great deal of work. However, you must never force your "truth" 

on them, because every human being has a protective system in his/her DNA 

that allows him/her to receive spiritual information that is tailored to him/her. 

If you were to suddenly tell a spiritually sleeping individual the whole truth, 

his/her encapsulated spirit would be damaged. 

If your friends refuse to hear from you on matters relating to the spiritual 

world, do not make light of it, for they are not yet ready to embark on the path 

to the light. Know that they will give you the truth when I reveal Myself to 

every person on this planet in the form of the gift of mercy called the 

Event/Warning. At that time they will have some time before humanity is 

divided to see if they will listen to you and be inspired by positive patterns.
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If I had not incarnated again into this world in the form of My direct 

incarnation, if a vast number of highly advanced beings had not been present 

with Me, the transformation of part, and later the whole of humanity could not 

have taken place. You are our extended hand and I humbly call upon you to 

help the transformation of humanity by your free choice. Because thanks to 

you, for example, your husband, who is still spiritually asleep, can get to a 

higher dimension after the division of humanity. 

For every being that has awakened from the illusion of this world thanks to 

your help, I will reward you with a heavenly reward that will take countless 

forms. I look forward to reuniting with you soon, when the all beings will be 

connected with Me. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 6 

MESSAGE 6 

 

THE HIGHER THE VIBRATIONS OF LOVE A BEING HAS, 

THE MORE HE/SHE HELPS OTHERS, THE LESS HE/SHE 

THINKS OF HIS/HER OWN BENEFIT 

 

In the hierarchy of Creation, I, the absolute Creator, The Lord Jesus Christ, 

absolutely intelligent, creative, loving, caring and powerful, sit above all. 

Rightly see Me as a bi-sexual being experiencing Myself in endless variations of 

life through you. 

New and new self-conscious (sentient) beings arise, which at their creation are 

at the lowest stage of spiritual development, in order to ascend steadily towards 

the absolute state. 

I created the first relative beings at one point when the natural worlds of the 

Multiverse did not yet exist. These souls are called God's firstborns and are at 

the top of an imaginary pyramid above all. It should also be mentioned that I 

extend above and around the pyramid, since there is nothing that exists outside 

of Me, because I am infinite. 

In very simplified language for human beings, I will explain the next cycle of 

the creation of beings. Below the firstborns there are more and more 

inhabitants of the Multiverse. It is important for you to know that the 

archangels stand between the firstborns and the angels, and after the angels, 

who represent the other myriad entities of the vast existence, the human beings 

are found in the next "level". 

The higher the vibrations of love a being has, the more he/she helps others and 

thinks less of his/her own benefit. The most advanced relative entities serve all 

indiscriminately together with Me, the archangels are involved in the rescue of 

humanity and are the extended hand of the firstborns, angels and humans are 

the direct related group family of humanity (only angels moving in this 

material universe where humanity is). 

Those in higher positions serve those in lower positions, not the other way 

around, as in the negative state, where in hells those in the lowest positions 

must serve those in the highest positions. In any case, all the minions of the 

negative state serve a small group of purely negative beings of reptilian origin, 

whom we call the Pseudocreatures. They bind and exploit all who are within 

their sphere of influence. 
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You too can recognize to what extent you are spiritually developed. When you 

think about helping others and less about yourself and the needs of your ego, 

you are on the right track. The incarnated beings from the positive state from 

the 5th and higher dimensions (= angels) sacrifice themselves for the still 

sleeping and controlled people (= true humans + incarnated beings from the 

negative state), so that not only they, but also the whole Multiverse of the 

positive state, whose inhabitants are indirectly affected by the negative state, 

do not have to suffer unconsciously. Last but not least, the masters and the 

already mentioned archangels are also present in human bodies to be with the 

Creator Lord Jesus Christ, who is also present in the human (this time female) 

body HERE, to bring a part of humanity out to heaven and later to end this 

time cycle, when the question once asked will be answered after the 

manifestation of life without God by evil men and the Pseudocreators. 

Try to help others with a good heart, for in doing so you are also helping 

yourself. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 7 

MESSAGE 7 

 

THE TRANSFORMATION OF HUMANITY WOULD NOT 

HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE HELP OF THE 

MORE ADVANCED COSMIC CIVILIZATIONS THAT WORK 

CLOSELY WITH ME, THE LORD JESUS CHRIST 

 

The positive beings who are engaged in saving humanity in the outer space 

around planet Earth/Zero are collectively called universe people. I have called 

them before to control the negative activities of humans who would destroy the 

entire planet without the presence of their alien brothers and sisters. If that 

were to happen, the question would not be answered: What would life be look 

like without God? Thus, the entire Multiverse would have been self-destructed, 

because the existence of the entire being depends on the answer to this 

question. 

We will not give too many specific names of civilizations and their 

representatives here, because everyone can find information about positive 

extraterrestrial races on their own, or seek and ye shall find. It should be 

mentioned that most of these loving beings who care for humanity have their 

origin and home in the constellation of the Pleiades system, where in many 

dimensions many planets orbit around these stars with diverse beings at 

various stages of spiritual and technical development. I have asked for the 

cooperation of a large number of volunteers, both male and female, especially 

from the planet Erra, which is very similar to New Earth. Selected Errans from 

the 5th and 7th dimensions of the natural universe are participating in a very 

important mission at this time. Millions of universe people in hundreds of 

thousands of starships are deployed around planet Zero in the 3rd dimension to 

pick up some of the ready humanity in the near future to the 5th dimension 

(this applies to those who will not have enough vibrations for the so-called 

ascension, but do not deserve to live in the fullness of the negative state). 

The most famous representative of universe people is Ashtar Sheran, part of 

the multidimensional being is Ivo A. Benda, thanks to whom many positive 

space civilizations have entered the forefront of interest of earthlings. He is the 

author of the famous website www.vesmirni-lide.cz, which is sometimes 

condemned by negative or spiritually dormant people. Ashtar is the commander 

of the Great Space Fleet, and he and Ptaah take turns guarding the outer space 

around this planet from evil entities for six months at a time. 
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They love all people indiscriminately and look forward to your interest in them. 

For those who have an open spiritual heart, they can also appear in the sky in 

the form of bright stars, or take you to spaceships and other planets while you 

sleep. 

It is a great honour for them to participate in the transformation of humanity. 

Their task is not easy, but they accept it with love and humility. Very soon, they 

will heave a sigh of relief with you when the physical division of humanity is 

completed. Then they will withdraw from the space of this planet so as not to 

hinder the necessary short victory of the negative state. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 8 

MESSAGE 8 

 

THE ONE WHO SURRENDERS HIS/HER POWER TO 

ANOTHER BECOMES POWERLESS 

 

To be lulled by the false appearance of this world is inappropriate for a human 

being who wants to ascend the spiritual spiral for the purpose of deliverance 

from control. Then you would get nowhere and always remain in one point. If 

you want to get rid of fear and control, don't follow the set pseudo-system. 

I don't mean that you should live in rebellion, but that you should go within and 

follow me. You must free yourself from the noise of external thoughts and 

controlling programs. When you think not with your brain, but with your 

intuition (spiritual heart), you will stop worrying about anything that is 

connected to surviving life here. 

The one who surrenders his/her power to another becomes powerless. Your life 

(physical and spiritual) does not depend on the malevolence of the elites, 

bankers, politicians and other positions and institutions that serve to grow the 

negative state in the Zone of Displacement, but on accepting the Love and Lord 

Jesus Christ, surrendering into His/Her loving hands. 

As the Creator of everything and everyone, I have all the information about 

anything in the Multiverse. Toward to Me, it appears relative, since it is 

created, therefore it cannot be absolute like Me. I am the only one who gives 

you everything you need for a happy eternal development. I am present in every 

atom, for even the smallest particles are part of My body. To whom else should 

you surrender but to the One who loves and understands you absolutely? You 

are me and I am you. Because of this I share and experience a free life, I get to 

know Myself. 

The elites don't care about any of you. They're trying to squeeze their herd to 

get the most out of it. Then they literally throw the controlled individual into 

the garbage the way you throw away squeezed toothpaste. A soul that no longer 

provides them with energy is usually thrown by them into the appropriate part 

of the Zone of Displacement (hells). I know it sounds hard, but how can such a 

being get into the Zone of Placement (heaven) when he/she has been 

collaborating with the negative state all his/her life and still clinging to it? How 

can he/she be accepted into Love when he/she himself/herself is unable to 

perceive it and refuses to give up impermanent things? No one is condemned to 

stay in hells against his/her will, everyone has the free choice to go wherever
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they choose. No one has been locked in hells since I first came to planet Zero in 

the body of Jesus Christ. Moreover, the members of the anti-universe are 

offered the omnipresent help of My emissaries who are working there. 

Therefore, use your power and energy for your own spiritual growth. Only in 

this way can you be truly free, internally and externally, whoever you are in 

human life. But one thing is certain: you are Love and it is up to you how much 

you are willing to receive and radiate.  

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 9 

MESSAGE 9 

 

THE TIME OF THE DIVISION OF HUMANITY INTO TWO 

MAIN DIRECTIONS IS APPROACHING: 

 

1. FALL TO HELLS AT POSITION -1 ALONG WITH THE REALITY OF 

WHERE YOU ARE LIVING 

2. ASCENSION TO THE 5TH DIMENSION OF PLANET EARTH = NEW 

EARTH 

The division of humanity on the spiritual level has been intensifying especially 

since the beginning of the new millennium. Physical division has been taking 

place since the end of 2012, at first in small numbers, with individual groups of 

people re-vibrating. As time goes on, year by year the number of people leaving 

this reality in this way is increasing. This is because as planet Earth/Zero with 

all of humanity approaches the date of the last wave of re-vibration of positive 

people before the arrival of the Pseudocreators, all beings who do not deserve to 

live in the fullness of the negative state must gradually leave this dimension. 

1) FALL TO HELLS AT POSITION -1 ALONG WITH THE REALITY OF 

WHERE YOU ARE LIVING 

I, The Lord Jesus Christ, have My lightworkers all over the world, numbering 

in the millions. In cooperation with Me and contact with the positive state, they 

bear witness to the coming changes that affect everyone. Among other things, 

the purpose of their work is also to warn people who have not yet awakened, so 

that they do not have to suffer on a planet that will fall into hells. 

When in the very near future humanity will be divided even on the physical 

level, there will be a sharp decrease in the vibrations of the entire humanity 

and the body of the planet (only for this dimension). The Pseudocreators will 

arrive here together with other alien entities on the planet Nibiru and one of 

them will sit on the papal chair, which will be given to him by the last Pope 

Francis, who is their collaborator. The one who sits on the papal chair will have 

the dazzling human form of Jesus Christ. He will also perform miracles and 

speak words of wisdom. He will be glorified and praised as the true God, yet he 

will be a wolf in sheep's clothing with a lizard-like nature. He will solve all 

problems and wars, and the whole planet will be immersed in a peace that will 

put to sleep even more the already sleeping people who have remained in this 

reality. There will be a unification of all nations, one religion will be established
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that will be accepted by all because it will contain what the people themselves 

want. Keep in mind that the Pseudocreators have abilities and power that 

humans have never known, so it will be no problem to rebuild this world to 

their liking in a short period of time. 

At that time, when all is calmed, humanity will be chipped, most often by 

injecting an RFID chip under the skin, in the false interest of peace, unity, 

security, brotherhood and other intrigues. Those who refuse the chip will be 

chipped in concentration camps (e.g., there are already hundreds of them in the 

U.S. - so-called FEMA camps, where there are hundreds of thousands of black 

plastic coffins for those who won't collaborate with the system). Once chipped, 

people will be 99.99% controlled and will no longer have any free will, they will 

literally become robots. The Pseudocreators will share the reins of power over 

the world and the Zone of Displacement, taking control of all aspects of dead 

life. Ubiquitous censorship and the New World Order system will oversee 

everything. There will be a mass extinction of all species of plants and animals 

on land and in the oceans, the air and water will become poisoned, earthquakes, 

volcanic activity, tornadoes, storms, windstorms and acid rain will be the order 

of the day. From the contaminated environment on the surface, some will have 

to take refuge underground. There will be nowhere to run. 

To make matters worse, from the false peace, more and more wars, dissensions 

and everything that has the negative state on the daily agenda will start again. 

A new superman-biorobot will be bred and implanted with the greatest possible 

evils that will come out of the black heart of the Pseudocreators. The army of 

supermen will have the goal of attacking Creation and the positive state in 

order to totally defeat all its members and even Me, the absolute God of The 

Lord Jesus Christ. This undertaking is absolutely insane and impossible, 

because it is impossible to defeat the absolute Creator from whom Life and Love 

emanate, thanks to which even the very maintainers of the negative state are 

alive. Of course, I will not even allow the positive state to be attacked. Then the 

true nature of the negative state will be revealed, which everyone will interpret 

in his/her own way. One of the many essentials is that in the destruction of The 

Lord Jesus Christ all being and existence would cease, including the negative 

state and all its members, i.e., simply put: the negative state cannot be alive 

without the positive state, which is governed by Me-Love. 

All, without distinction, will have their question answered: "What would life be 

look like without God and His/Her spiritual laws?" Then I will eliminate the 

entire negative state for eternity, because once that question is answered, it will 

lose any purpose for existing and further prolonging the agony of all. Every 

being without distinction will be asked whether he/she wishes to live in the 

fullness of the positive state, i.e., in a quality of life that has never been lived 

since the beginning of Creation. Those who do not choose to enter the new cycle 
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of time without the negative state will have their eternal life taken away based 

on a prior agreement that was made before the actual activation of the evils and 

falsities. 

2) ASCENSION TO THE 5TH DIMENSION OF PLANET EARTH = NEW 

EARTH 

Paradise and ascension to heaven (to the higher dimensions of the Multiverse) 

awaits those who carry Love in their hearts, are inspired by positive patterns, 

do not support the development of the negative state and do not wish to remain 

in this reality after the division of humanity. Again, I will give everyone, 

without distinction, the choice of where they want to go in this time of change. 

My mercy and love for you is infinite, therefore I will show Myself to all at the 

Event/Warning when you will experience direct contact with Me. Those who 

have not accepted Me by then, but will accept Me then, I will also set free. 

When you vibrate most often to New Earth in the 5th dimension, you will see 

the infinite beauty of everything and everyone, feel Divine Love, and be 

continuously connected to me, the loving eternal parent. Your life will become 

very pleasant, full and harmonious. You will experience no limitations. Nothing 

negative that you know from human life on planet Zero will be present in the 

perfect environment. Everyone will perceive paradise on earth differently, and 

human words cannot describe the splendor that awaits those of you who take 

the path of light. As you ascend the spiritual spiral of evolution, you will gain 

abilities beyond your wildest dreams. Telepathy will be commonplace from the 

very beginning, and you will soon master teleportation as well. Your 

multidimensional being will live many lives in different places in the universe 

at the same time - and you will perceive all lives at once. As you travel through 

the universe, you will discover new civilizations and beings you have never 

known before. Not only on New Earth, but anywhere in Creation will give you 

the opportunity to live in an environment that suits your preferences. 

Meanwhile, from the front row, you will be looking at the pseudo-victory of the 

negative state in the reality of the planet from which you left before. No one 

else before or after you has had or will have the opportunity to watch this act 

live from the front row. 

When I free all the beings who have remained in the negative state, you will 

welcome it with as much enthusiasm as they do, for it will mean that they will 

finally meet you and you will all enter together into a new cycle of time where 

the negative state is no longer present. Creation was created to live in the 

fullness of the positive state. With the unanswered question of life without God, 

it was not possible that at any time in the history of the Multiverse, Creation 

could have lived in the fullness of what I created it for. Fortunately, that time 
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will soon be fulfilled and all will live in what they have never experienced 

before. From that time on, no evil will exist for all eternity, even in dormient 

form, as it did before the counterpart of Love was activated. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 10 

MESSAGE 10 

 

THE OLD TESTAMENT IS NOT FROM ME, THE ONLY 

CREATOR OF EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE, THE LORD 

JESUS CHRIST! 

 

As many might assume, the Old Testament of the Holy Bible is not from Me, 

The Lord Jesus Christ! The texts in this part of the Bible are mostly full of 

negative actions, evils, disregards, sanctified by the constant mood swings of a 

god who has the characteristics of human beings who allow themselves to be 

controlled by controlling programs. Those who feel the truth with their hearts 

will know at the very beginning of the reading where the Old Testament 

originates. 

In the initial compilation, the words were passed down from generation to 

generation orally, only later were the ideas written down on paper into coherent 

texts. Because the Old Testament was written before I, then the Most High, 

now by the true name of The Lord Jesus Christ, captured the Pseudocreators, 

all the inhabitants of planet Zero and the Zone of Displacement were under 

their direct rule and control. Only later did I in the body of Jesus enter hells 

undetected, where I captured them, separated them from their ruling places 

and imprisoned them in an unknown place. That's when they lost most of their 

previous power. 

Let's go back to the writing of the Old Testament. It has both demonic and 

angelic origins, but the whole appears to be negative. When evil entities 

(demons) were acting on people in those days, they did not need such a complex 

system of controlling beings from transmitters located on the Moon and 

elsewhere as you have today. After all, everything was under the undeniable 

rule of the Pseudocreators who could create any conditions depicting the 

negative state! The rulers of evils and falsities knew full well that something 

was afoot (My First coming), but they did not know exactly what, for no one can 

see into the absolute mind, but they suspected that sooner or later "something" 

would be written that would contain the unadulterated Word of God. Therefore, 

out of the minds of the Pseudocreators came previously unrecognized falsities 

that created the concept of a punishing God that required obedience, sacrifice, 

servility, and other things. This God of the Old Testament indeed represents 

the Pseudocreators who made themselves false gods and creators of everything 

and everyone. Mankind has worshipped them even more since then because 

they had the "word of God" from them, but few realized that it was purely false.
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From the very beginning, when they displaced themselves to hells, they wanted 

the trapped beings to worship them, but they did not want them to know who 

exactly they were worshipping, so they took on many forms and created many 

false religious teachings, dogmas and doctrines. 

After the evil entities had dictated the entire text of the Old Testament to the 

people, this work was ready to become an integral part of the Bible, where it 

was to be present next to the teaching and life of their adversary, Jesus Christ, 

that is, next to the New Testament. And so it was. The vast majority of human 

beings have difficulty distinguishing the true Word of God from the satanic 

when reading the Bible. Only a very small one thousandth of one percent of the 

people in gross bodies from the Pseudocreators then understand the meaning of 

the individual passages of the New Testament, which has a deep spiritual 

meaning that is corresponded with the coexistence of the negative state 

alongside the positive and all things related to the unfolding of events in this 

cycle of time. The New Testament is written in spiritual language so as not to 

be contaminated by falsities and to take its words literally makes no sense. The 

meaning of its passages is explained in a comprehensive form and with 

explanations in the books of The New Revelation brought here from Me by 

Peter Daniel Francuch. The New Testament has been censored throughout its 

existence, thousands of words have been omitted, but its true spiritual meaning 

could never be distorted and perverted. 

I have everything under control and the plan to bring humanity out back to 

heaven is perfect. When the typical human era ends in the Zone of 

Displacement and elsewhere in Creation, the New Testament will become 

obsolete and will be replaced by something entirely new as a new cycle of time 

enters into being and existence. Everything will be completely new, because 

stagnation and clinging to old values is unacceptable in God's world. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 11 

MESSAGE 11 

 

THE MORE YOU ASCEND THE SPIRITUAL SPIRAL, THE 

MORE TRUTH YOU ARE ABLE TO ACCEPT 

 

Spiritually asleep people, who are the majority due to the encapsulation of their 

spirit, are unable to take in even the most basic information about the workings 

of the world and the universe, let alone take an interest in the spiritual world. 

These people are disconnected from communication with Me, their degree of 

control is currently over 95%. Mostly they are guided by their own ego, they do 

not feel intuition, therefore their perception of Love, which is all around, is at 

the freezing point. Their god is money, they replace true love with lust to 

achieve and promote their own goals. They ridicule anyone who brings any 

truth in spiritual form, because it distorts their perception of the false world 

and only irritates them. For these controlled beings, it means that the time has 

not yet come for them to awaken and wake up from the illusion of this reality. 

Then there is a second category of individuals who are at the beginning of the 

spiritual path. For them there is a gradual reduction of control by negative 

entities. They are only able to accept the truth to a small extent, and an 

individual approach of spiritual study must be required. Many alternative texts 

are addressed to them, which are often contradictory but have one thing in 

common: they deny the existence of evil and dark forces or foolishly claim that 

good and evil are two compatible concepts, hence that even evil is the essence of 

the Creator. They believe that this human life on planet Zero, with its problems 

and imperfect bodies, is controlled and maintained by Me, The Lord Jesus 

Christ. Nothing is further from the truth. I created and am endlessly creating 

only the positive state that manifests the elements of the absolute state in 

relative form. I repeat, I did not create the typical human life and Zone of 

Displacement! Those who think that there is no such thing as Satan 

(Pseudocreators) are again not yet able to accept this fact. For them I have 

prepared a book with N. D. Walsh, Conversations with God (3 parts) and other 

books of his that I have dictated to him. My plan for their spiritual ascension is 

perfect, therefore it is necessary that the truth be present in various degrees. 

The next broad group of earthlings on the spiritual path is at an advanced stage 

of the spiral. These are the ones who have reduced the degree of control below 

50% and are receiving further (and this time very crucial) information. They are 

now learning that good has nothing to do with evil, as evil was not, is not, and 

never will be a part of God. They are well aware that the workings of what they
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live in are unjust and difficult. They successfully perceive the evil around them 

and do not deny it, but very often blame God (by whatever name) for allowing it 

and letting millions of entities suffer. Mankind and all in the Zone of 

Displacement are separated from the God of The Lord Jesus Christ and others 

in Creation because of the experiment and their choices. I will not state here 

why what is happening is happening, for all is explained in detail in both doses 

of The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ by Peter D. Francuch and My 

direct incarnation Jana at http://bozirodina.cz. 

The fourth group of the spiritually awakened are diverse in their studies. The 

degree of control decreases drastically, ranging from 30% to 20%. They are 

becoming connected to Me, to their intuition. This happens mostly 

unconsciously, but for many consciously. It depends on the soul plan, how the 

person perceives the connection to The Lord Jesus Christ, to angels, archangels 

and other entities of the positive state, e.g. ascended masters or universe 

people, etc... The form of perception of the spiritual world also varies. Some 

people perceive angels all the time, others regularly travel to higher 

dimensions, and others may perceive nothing. Again, it depends on the soul's 

plan, certainly not on the maturity and origin of the spirit. This group includes 

a large number of light co-workers from all over the world who bring truth to 

the less awakened, also eyewitness accounts of life beyond this world. They are 

dangerous to the elites who try to keep everyone in ignorance and lie. I am 

coordinating all the co-workers so that the teachings of the coming changes will 

spread to all corners of the world in this time of transformation, and that 

billions of seeds will be planted in the souls of those who seek to listen to them. 

The last group of the awakened are able to constantly receive the highest 

degree of truth that can be given to all at this time. More truth cannot be 

comprehended and administered at this time, as none of those who are 

temporarily incarnated into human bodies by the Pseudocreators, moreover 

with the sophisticated control system in the territory of the negative state, 

would be able to bear the weight of more truth, they would literally go mad. 

This applies even to the most advanced beings who have temporarily taken on 

human form. I repeat, no one is loaded with more than he/she can bear, and 

that includes this. The control rate is consistently below 20%. Just to give you 

an idea: the female direct incarnation of The Lord Jesus Christ - Jana - is 2% 

controlled by negative entities. Those whom intuition leads to the books of the 

New Revelation, which contain the highest truth in a complete form that could 

be transferred to this planet, are able to accept the one true name of the 

Creator of everything and everyone, which is The Lord Jesus Christ. This name 

has a deep spiritual meaning, so it is not a soulless name. People at the top of 

the growth spiral in the last turn experience enlightenment.  
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The penultimate and final group are the beacons in the darkness, the carriers of 

the Word of God. To be able to transmit it also, you only need to have Love in 

your heart, to get rid of prejudices, control, expectations and too much 

negativity. They live each day according to God's plan and let lead by Me. They 

act with purity in their hearts, they do not impose themselves on anyone, but 

are only there for the ready, i.e. they do not speak to deaf ear. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 12 

MESSAGE 12 

 

ASCENSION OR RE-VIBRATION TO A HIGHER DIMENSION 

OF THE MULTIVERSE IS LEAVING REALITY WITHOUT 

EXPERIENCING THE DEATH OF THE PHYSICAL BODY 

 

Only those who are spiritually mature enough to leave this reality in the 

manner of re-vibration at the division of humanity are able to continue their 

lives without being interrupted by physical death. These are mostly souls from 

the 7th and higher dimensions of the Multiverse who have been inspired by 

positive patterns during their various lifetimes, have made contact with Me, 

have radiated light and love into the darkness and hatred, and have 

contributed greatly to raising the vibrations of humanity and the entire planet, 

thus helping to lay the foundation for the path to the higher realms of the 

positive state for all. For a brief explanation of the ascension process, we will 

again use the description already mentioned in The New Revelation of The Lord 

Jesus Christ God's Family, this time enriched with new insights. There are 

several variations of relocation to a higher dimension, but this communication 

is intended to bring human beings closer to the variant without the experience 

of the death of the body. 

An individual who has fulfilled his/her light mission 100% will have no reason 

to stay in this reality a second longer. At the latest in the last wave of the re-

vibration, just before the second coming of the Pseudocreators, every light co-

worker will be freed from the shackles of this world. When the long-awaited 

time comes, even the still-sleeping humans who choose to live on a planet that 

will fall deeper into hells will notice the disappearance of tens of thousands of 

people in a short period of time. But they won't want to think about why it's 

happening, because their level of control will be raised to the maximum and 

they will be assured by the wolf in sheep's clothing (the dark side) that nothing 

serious is happening and "paradise awaits all without exception", which will be 

the slogan that Satan will proclaim to all who participate in the final phase of 

the typical human era. The diminution of the spiritual intelligence of the 

remaining humans is only one of the many components of the pseudo-life in 

hells into which over 2/3 of humanity will throw themselves of their own free 

will. But this number is only indicative and not to be taken as dogma, for 

everything is constantly changing and no one is destined to be where they don't 

want to be. Only I, the absolute Creator, know who will be delivered, and no one 

else, which is understandable. Always remember that no one is getting 100% 

true information because it is utterly impossible. If that were to be the case,
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every inhabitant in the Zone of Displacement would succumb to self-

destruction. Only when consciousness is opened to all without exception will all 

of Creation, even in the Zone of Placement, be made aware of all that pertains 

to the nature of the existence of the negative state and everyone will be 

guaranteed true information. This will happen at the end of the cycle of time. 

Let's go back to the actual re-vibration. This unique event happens in a 

relatively short time. First, the mentioned individual receives telepathic 

information that it is time to leave this reality. Once again, the 3rd eye is 

activated, even in someone who has never used it before. This allows them to 

"hear" Me directly without the side sensations that can sometimes occur due to 

imperfect bodies without a full connection between ego and spirit in 

conventional telepathy. When he/she is told that it is time to "pack his/her bags" 

and go to his/her true home in the 5th dimension, there will be a gradual 

increase in body vibrations. The news of leaving planet Zero cannot occur in the 

immediate moment before the actual disappearance from 3D, but sufficient 

time must be given to sort out the last things in the old life and mentally 

prepare for this amazing ride. I am proceeding individually, and like the Event, 

the announcement of the relocation to the new world will be perceived 

differently by everyone. When I make the mentioned individual aware of the 

situation, it will mean that he/she has the last week to 14 days of preparation 

time, which covers both the old and the new life coming in. During the 

transition period, as has been said, day by day the vibrations of the gross body 

you are currently living in will be increased, and therefore you will feel lighter 

and much better. The vibrations of your body will align with the vibrations of 

your soul and spirit. When the process of raising the vibrations of the body is 

complete, you will reach the point where the time is right to leave this reality. 

You will begin to vibrate very strongly, literally light will begin to emanate 

from you. The vibration will be caused by the atoms that make up your physical 

shell oscillating very rapidly. The exact time, place and circumstances of your 

re-vibration are determined only by you. When you are fully ready and give 

your consent to leave this reality, you will suddenly begin to pleasantly shake 

and resonate, you will be surrounded by light and you will feel a lightness 

coming over you. Your feet will leave the ground of this reality for the last time 

and you will literally float a few inches into the air. If you are observed by 

anyone, you will be seen by those around you in a bath of white-gold light and 

gradually fade from the sight of all living and "non-living" things in the 3rd 

dimension, literally disappearing from this world. Yet, as this is happening, 

from your point of view, the old world will also disappear. The matter you are 

made of will dissolve in an instant in all directions. At this point you will reach 

the boundary between the 3D and 5D frequency bands. 
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After you reach the band, you will be transported through a kind of light tunnel 

to the 5th dimension, most often to New Earth. Your new body will be 

reassembled and restructured into a new crystal-based form called a duplicate 

when the matter of your old body is decomposed. This is no longer from the 

Pseudocreators, but from Me, The Lord Jesus Christ. It is free from all 

imperfections, no longer containing any elements relating to the negative state. 

The whole inside with the organs is unrecognizable from the old one. It is not 

important to indicate the functioning of the duplicate at this time, but it is 

worth mentioning that the heart does not have the shape of a strangely shaped 

muscle, as you have here, but has the shape of the heart that you know in the 

illustrations. It is a spiritual heart that is used to communicate with Me, to 

establish loving relationships with everyone, and many other productive things. 

I have placed it in the center of the chest. 

How can we describe the ascension experience? As a wonderful ride full of 

excitement, positivity and light, with a loving embrace with your beloved 

brothers and sisters at the end, along with an endless exploration of the infinite 

aspects of life in Creation. You will also be treated to a wonderful touch of the 

spiritual atmosphere of paradise on earth after the re-vibration. As you unfold 

and master the new (but otherwise common) abilities of traveling in time and 

space, perceiving multiple aspects of your being, etc., you will become respected 

advanced persons who have had the privilege of going through it all. It is worth 

"waiting" a few years for this experience, I assure you; but I also remind you 

that you are not to wait with folded arms for things to come, but to use the 

remaining time to carry out your mission. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 13 

MESSAGE 13 

 

TRANSFORMATION IS THE WAY TO HEAVEN, 

TRANSHUMANISM IS THE WAY TO HELLS. 

TRANSHUMANISM WILL BRING GREATER 

ENSLAVEMENT, TRANSFORMATION WILL BRING 

LIBERATION 

 

Only through transformation does the path of eternal life lead. You cannot 

approve of the pseudo-conveniences of the negative state and at the same time 

want to enter the positive state, that is heaven. You have to choose which side 

to take. 

No one will move anywhere spiritually by external means to improve the 

quality of life in a fabricated human body that I did not create. Those who 

choose the path of transhumanism will continue to stumble in the same place, 

only delaying the irreversible destiny when one day they will finally know the 

true nature of living in the negative state, in order to objectively compare 

whether it is worth it to live in constant abundance, plenty, and most 

importantly, true spirituality, in union with the Source of life. 

The elites offer their technological achievements to a select few. They promise a 

more comfortable, easier, and supposedly "better" life if they use the means to 

serve matter, rather than preferring to work on themselves and grow on a 

spiritual spiral aimed at freeing themselves from the habits of a dead life 

created by God's opponents. Why is human life dead? Because from the 

perspective of the 5th and higher dimensions of the Multiverse, this way of 

existence appears dead, even though those who experience it (humans) are 

accustomed to a limited way of living without connection to their higher selves, 

without communication with beings of light, completely separated from what is 

natural. Soon the beauties of true life will be experienced by those who do not 

cling to being in matter, which temporarily hinders the flight into freedom. 

Transformation is the way to heaven. Those who do not love ephemeral things 

like money, material goods, elevating themselves above others, exploitation, 

preferring one over another... and simply an earthly system based on the motto 

"divide and rule", but think and act positively, need not fear having to suffer in 

the New World Order that is about to descend upon the mostly unsuspecting 

inhabitants of this severely tested planet. There is no need to list the things 

that will secure your place in paradise on earth. As we have said many times,
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the only ticket to paradise is vibrations. Each person is responsible only for 

themselves, and therefore the vibrations of all individuals is an unbiased mirror 

of the measure of good (otherwise the measure of evil) that you carry within 

you. 

Transhumanism is the way to hells. Its goal is to eliminate diseases, poverty, 

and improve physical and mental abilities through supposed "progress". Upon 

their arrival, the Pseudocreators will introduce transhumanism on a massive 

scale for their closest one's, that is, the main minions and actors in the brief 

pseudo-victory of the negative state on planet Zero and elsewhere in the anti-

universe. These "enhancements" will not apply to ordinary people who have no 

idea what is going on, and are blindfolded and walking on a wide paved road to 

hells that is so wide that even the blind (in the spiritual sense) cannot 

encounter any obstacles on it. On the contrary, awakened people ascend the 

narrow thorny path to heaven, but they have what the blind do not have - the 

direct support, guidance and protection of The Lord Jesus Christ. At the end of 

their journey they will be duly rewarded with eternal life. Even the 

unawakened will be "rewarded" by the devil in their own way - with a pseudo-

life in the intermediate world of the proper dimension of the Zone of 

Displacement, popularly speaking in hells. 

Transhumanism will bring greater enslavement, which will not be noticed by 

the people who will live under the rule of the Evil One, but rather they will 

enjoy even more the privilege they may have been given. Their soul dwellings 

will receive enhancements in the form of implants in the body, 

nanotechnologies, genetic code enhancements (further manipulation of DNA, 

greater incorporation of evil into it), transference of their personality into 

virtual reality, intelligence augmentation, increased lifespan, psychic resistance 

to things around them (will be abused against receiving true Love), telepathy, 

teleportation, and of course the introduction of a chip into the body to increase 

their level of control to 99.99%. We are only listing some of the things involved 

in so-called overcoming human limitations, as there are a wide variety of body 

"enhancements". The privilege of enhancements will not be long lasting and will 

end upon leaving this dimension for the spirit world. Then the soul of every evil 

creature will be stripped to the bone to feel what it is like to be in the negative 

state without the promises they were so enthralled with when they lived on 

planet Zero. Promises are like pie-crust, and the entities of the anti-universe 

are very fond of promising all sorts of things, but they will soon cancel the 

agreement with the one who has pledged his/her soul to their side, and only 

abuse him/her to achieve their own ends, or "when they are catching bird, they 

are singing to it nicely nicely". 

Transhumanism will also serve to create supermen who will attempt to attack 

the positive state of the Multiverse. There will be nothing natural about these 
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entities, for they will differ from humans in that even their souls will be 

artificial, and they will react to contact with anything positive with a self-

destructive explosion. Therefore, this army of bio-robots must be brought 

outside the dimensional structure of Creation, when all the conveniences of the 

Pseudocreators will fail. 

The only natural path is the transformation that is now taking place, 

culminating in your relocation to the 5th dimension on New Earth. Those who 

are already taking advantage of the possibility of having a chip under their skin 

to pay for electronic transactions with just a touch of their hand, for example, 

cannot participate in the rapture to the new reality. But nothing compares to 

the abilities of the crystalline-based subtle bodies in True Creation, because 

they are created directly by Me, thus they are perfect. For more information on 

this subject, see The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family in 

Chapter 24: "The Difference Between Transhumanism and Transformation." 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 14 

MESSAGE 14 

 

THE EVENT, WHICH I ALSO POSTED UNDER THE TITLE 

"WARNING", IS ANOTHER IMPORTANT "ACCELERATION" 

OF THE TRANSFORMATION AFTER DECEMBER 21, 2012 

 

In 2015, in the 31st chapter of The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ 

God's Family, for the first time ever in the history of the Multiverse, I shared 

the truest information to date about the mercy of God, which I have titled "The 

Warning". Since that moment, another piece of truth is present, not only among 

human beings, which comes directly from the only Creator. In addition, since 

the completion of the second portion of the New Revelation, there has been 

another shift in the sphere of Creation, which has the goal of even more intense 

changes that involve accelerating the transformation of humanity. The event 

that is soon to befall all individuals living on planet Zero will be of vital value, 

for it is mainly through it that earthlings will decide whether to accept Love 

and Me into their hearts so that they do not have to suffer in the worsening 

conditions on a planet that will fall deeper into the Zone of Displacement. 

The Messages of The Lord Jesus Christ are intended primarily for our co-

workers and followers who already know for the most part what is going on, 

have read at least one portion of the New Revelation, and are able to assimilate 

other relevant information from the spirit world that further broadens their 

horizons. Therefore, I will not speak here in terms that attempt to generalize 

the luminous texts, but will continue to use the style and terms that you may 

see in its second portion. Also in this communication I will no longer repeat to 

you exactly what has been written, for nothing is repeated twice, but I will use 

the technique of "repetition in spiral" which builds on truths already revealed, 

occasionally recalling them and, above all, adding new insights. 

As you already know, the purpose of the Event will be for the light co-workers 

to strengthen their belief in God (by whatever name), the sleeping people, who 

are most often true humans, will get direct proof of My existence for the first 

time ever, and the agents of the negative state, the souls from hells, will have 

the privilege, unlike their comrades living in the Zone of Displacement outside 

planet Zero, of seeing Me with their inner sight and being able to make a rapid 

advance into True Creation, literally jumping out of the swamp of evil and 

falsity into the warm cotton of good and beauty. Otherwise, their hearts will 

"burst" and they will prefer to continue to serve their slave masters, often until 

the end of the cycle of time, who promise them what they want to hear, but here 

more than anywhere else, promises are like pie-crust, as the dark side will
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sooner or later break them. Only The Absolute Lord Jesus Christ promises and 

guarantees you the most joyous life in heaven, experiences, adventures and 

things you never dream of. You will be experiencing them very soon, when you 

re-vibrate from this world to where you belong. 

The event is described by many prophets to better prepare mankind for it. But 

the vast majority of humans do not understand exactly what it means. There 

are even tendencies where it is distorted and downplayed into an untrue form. 

Because of the complexity of the whole situation, I have had to allow especially 

believing Christians to receive messages from selected prophets that the 

Warning will come almost simultaneously with the Second Coming of The Lord 

Jesus Christ. I repeat that the Second Coming has been taking place since 1957 

with My second incarnation on this planet, this time in a female body, to 

initiate the final phase of the end of the negative state in being and existence. 

In the absolute everything is happening simultaneously, only beings living in 

matter at different stages of evolution experience the linear passage of time. 

That is why I almost never communicate even through My co-workers the dates 

of anything, for time is not important. I know you would very much like to know 

the year and month of such and such a point when the outward manifestation of 

the so-called "god intervention" occurs, but believe Me, it would do more harm 

than good. My plan with all of you is absolutely perfect, so always accept the 

things that happen in and around you with humility. I know very well how 

difficult it is to endure many situations with life here, because I experienced 

them in the body of Jesus and still experience them in the body of Jana. 

Everything takes place from the inside out, as I wrote in the previous portion of 

New Revelation with Peter, and also the Second Coming is first manifested 

internally and then externally. This will only be concurrent with the 

elimination of the negative state at the end of the cycle of time. Then God's 

mission will be completed. Perhaps you are noticing why God's mission with the 

transformation of humanity will only be completed then? Because even after the 

division of humanity and the re-vibration of a part of the earth's population for 

the time being, God's Family will not cease its activity, on the contrary, only 

then will the undistorted enjoyment and joy with its cooperation begin, when 

gradually the whole of Creation will learn about its important mission. 

Together with humanity, it will go through the evolution from the 5th 

dimension to the point where everything was before the Fall. 

I'll come right back to the topic of Events. When I appear to all people 

indiscriminately, I will take you through your whole life so far, and you will see 

your most important moments in life, whether they were good or bad, as on 

tape. I will release everyone from the control of negative entities for a few 

minutes so that you can rise above it all and see the whole story from an 

unbiased perspective. Within 15 minutes (from a linear time perspective) I will 
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consult with each one about his/her worries and joys, he/she be in a sea of love 

and I embrace him/her. It will be the innermost, most private and most 

personal dialogue with me that you have experienced since you have lived on 

planet Zero. I am not forcing anyone to follow Me/us even after the Warning, 

but there are appropriate consequences that are not caused by Me in any way, 

but by the free choice of adherence to the Pseudocreators. 

What specifically will happen during the Event? It's impossible to tell you 

everything in detail, but it's time for Me to give it more details. First, at one 

point, the entire sky is lit up with a white, non-dazzling light. In the 

hemisphere, where it will be night at that time, it will of course also happen. 

This glow will attract the attention of billions of people. At that moment, all 

components of the dark side will be put on high alert as they momentarily lose 

control of every human. But they will not be allowed to do anything to thwart 

the Event. So much pure divine love will be poured out on planet Zero in one 

moment that you can only imagine it when it happens. It is no coincidence that 

you can perceive ever-increasing levels of energies such as Bovis energy on the 

internet and around you. These values will rise steadily until the very 

culmination of the division of humanity. Energies are being sent to your planet 

from the Central Sun without ceasing, where the highest consciousness is 

anchored in this universe. From it, positively charged photons flow into this 

solar system via the Sun. The steady increase in energy is intended to 

accelerate the transformation and spiritual renewal of a portion of the 

population, culminating in the aforementioned Event. The elites are trying to 

prevent the so-called chemtrails from the influx of photons and its uplifting 

vibrations. Everything is done under My supervision, and they are only allowed 

to do what is absolutely necessary to answer the question of life without God 

and spiritual laws. If it were not for My presence even in the Zone of 

Displacement, whole it would have fallen apart long ago. 

When the sky lights up, the light from the sky descends to the earth. At that 

moment, all human bustle, traffic... movement stops. Your immortal 

consciousness will emerge from the gross body where everyone will see Me with 

their inner vision. Bear in mind that this will take place within each of you and 

will be an experience more vivid than a dream, but not captured by any 

technical means. The perception of The Lord Jesus Christ will vary from 

individual to individual. Since I am omnipotent, I will use for each the form of 

God that is most in harmony with him/her. To the most advanced beings, the 

awakened and the Christians, I will usually appear in the perfect body of Jesus, 

to members of other religions I will appear in the forms in which they imagine 

the Creator to be. I will also choose a suitable apparition for die-hard atheists. 

Everything is perfect and there is no need to worry about any imperfections. I 

reveal here only a small and limited slice of what will happen when your soul 
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meets The Lord Jesus Christ. This is because no one is given 100% information, 

and also because you need to ask yourself what this experience will actually 

mean to you and look at it as you feel it. There is no need to elaborate on 

multiple points about the face-to-face encounter, for this will vary from 

individual to individual. 

Positive beings will rejoice, negative beings will feel their hearts squeeze 

because they will feel regret for the evil they have done. This will happen to 

those agents of the negative state who have an epiphany and turn in 

heavenward. Those who show no interest in converting will stubbornly scratch 

their nails on the wall and rail against Love, but as a result this scratching will 

only be unpleasant to their ears, because everyone behind that wall (in the 

positive state) will be doing much more pleasant things and will not even 

remember their old life. The warning precedes some of the people being re-

vibrated to paradise on earth, so that you yourself will still witness how the 

system that moves the world will behave. The divine experience will be 

distorted by the media, branded as delusional and hallucinatory, but nothing 

will confuse you anymore, for by the end of your mission in 3D you will walk the 

illuminated path to heaven without stumbling any more. 

This act will begin the final countdown to the arrival of the Pseudocreatures on 

planet Zero. It is also further assurance that your deliverance is near. After the 

last wave of co-workers has been re-vibrated, the flow of light energy will be 

stopped. Thereafter, all areas of life in reality will deteriorate and fall to a -1 

position. At that point, nothing will prevent the typical human era in this 

theatre from playing its last scene, the curtain will be drawn back for the last 

time, and the remaining "actors" behind it will be able to choose once more 

whether they want to live in the positive state. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 15 

MESSAGE 15 

 

CAST OFF THE FEAR OF ANYTHING AT LAST AND BE LED 

BY ME, THE LORD JESUS CHRIST. NO ONE KNOWS, 

LOVES AND PROTECTS YOU AS PERFECTLY AS I, YOUR 

BEST AND MOST DEVOTED FRIEND AND LOVE. 

 

A large number of human beings, whether they are from higher dimensions, 

true humans, or souls from the Zone of Displacement, tend to worry about 

almost anything. It doesn't matter if they are afraid for their life, their loved 

ones, their future... their soul. Because of this, they tend to plan their lives to be 

the "best" and copy their surroundings, which have been living in an 

entrenched system of negativity for thousands of years. Fear lowers the 

vibrations, planning anything in turn plays into the hands of the alien entities - 

the controllers who are in charge of you and control most of humanity up to 

95%. 

Finally, take away the fear of everything and let yourselves be led by Me, The 

Lord Jesus Christ. This can be done by stopping paying so much attention to 

the things that are part of the set system for earthly living, where information 

is pouring in from all sides and you no longer have time for what is really 

important to you, which is to be led by the One who created you. Only in this 

way will you open the door wide to true spiritual love, which has little in 

common with the love most of you know. The elites are well aware that by 

engaging the intuition (= making conscious contact with Me) the level of control 

is drastically reduced and there is a gradual un-encapsulation of the spirit and 

soul, which until then have been enclosed in a special envelope of energy-proto 

plasma, which is the work of the Pseudocreators and other negative entities. 

Besides the gradual reduction of control, you are getting rid of fear in all forms. 

You are ascending on the spiritual path and after reaching a certain point you 

are able to "be above it all". 

Very few incarnated beings in human gross bodies have unmediated contact 

with God. This also applies to a large number of light co-workers, who may not 

have a direct connection to the source of life, but who help to bring the less 

advanced people into the light in an individual way. Therefore, at first glance, 

almost every teaching on spiritual truths seems to be inconsistent and 

contradictory to the previous one, but this is because each one brings a different 

degree of truth to the table. It is safe to say that there are as many truths as 

there are people. Surely you already know that no one accepts a 100% level of
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truth, because as long as you live in the Zone of Displacement, it is not possible 

for many reasons. In uncovering the truth, one must proceed with caution and 

not accept every piece of information as guaranteed, for there are tricky and 

sometimes dangerous "truths" that do not come from the light, but from various 

people who are either agents of the negative state and know, that the spreading 

of false rumors also helps the gradual victory of evil on this planet, or from 

those who do not mean it badly, but due to their closed spiritual heart and non-

connection to Me, they are exposed to the influence of the other side, and 

therefore various evil entities can "stick" to them, who like to pretend to be 

light-bearers, when it is only their attractive mask.  The misleading texts from 

the dark side are intended for those who do not feel with the aforementioned 

intuition, but with the brain, ego, eyes. I emphasize that you judge the truth of 

the texts by feeling with your heart. You will recognize the texts from Me and 

from the beings from the heavens, that there is a radiant light and Love present 

in them, when reading them you will feel harmony and resonating, they will 

literally do you good for your soul. 

No one knows, loves and protects you as perfectly as I, your best and most 

devoted friend and Love. So why surrender to politicians, bankers and elites 

who are controlled by reptilian entities? Do you want anything to do with 

monsters who will trick you, blind you with various benefits in your short 

earthly life, only to find out at the physical end that what you willingly served 

was not productive, lacked feeling, empathy, Love? I always have the upper 

hand, even over the Pseudocreators themselves, because no one but Me is 

absolute. Their power appears as a grain of sand in relation to the abilities of 

The Lord Jesus Christ, moreover, the darkness is temporary and will be 

eliminated and abolished forever after the question of life without God and 

spiritual principles is answered. You cannot sit in two chairs, you must choose 

whom you will serve. I announce to all that even those who revel in evil live in 

fear, even the very originators of all hardship. Infatuated with themselves, they 

are afraid of Love, even though it is Love that nourishes them. 

By surrendering to the loving arms of The Lord Jesus Christ, you are 

continually protected, strengthened and loved. I love everyone and everything 

all the time, but by accepting God into your heart you will be able to perceive 

this love. Even in this body, made of the elements of the 3rd dimension, you will 

realize the perfect plan and order of the Creator, you will establish the long lost 

friendship of a best friend and girlfriend that is otherwise eternal and never 

ending. I know every atom of all universes perfectly and have sympathy for 

everyone. Talk to Me and dry the tears that separation from the source of life 

has caused you. Do not expect to hear a voice when you make contact. God is 

everywhere and in everything, therefore He/She is part of thoughts. This is how 
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telepathy manifests itself, and you will find The Lord Jesus Christ in silence, 

not in noise. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 16 

MESSAGE 16 

 

SEXUALITY AND THE SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

MAN AND WOMAN, MORE PRECISELY BETWEEN 

MASCULINITY AND FEMININITY, IS A FUNDAMENTAL 

PREREQUISITE FOR CO-CREATION IN THE SPIRITUAL, 

INTERMEDIATE AND NATURAL WORLDS OF THE 

MULTIVERSE 

 

It is now necessary to explain in general terms the workings of the intimate 

union of woman and man in the Zone of Displacement and True Creation. More 

on this subject can be found in the books of the New Revelation by Peter D. 

Francuch, but this is intended for the advanced. It is appropriate to present this 

important area of life in a form of its own for the readers, co-workers and 

followers of God's Family in its pages. 

The Pseudocreators have distorted all areas the true life to dead life, leaving 

almost nothing original. The entire structure of the souls and especially the 

bodies that now inhabit the Zone of Displacement have been transmuted. They 

used all sorts of animal genes to construct the body you are currently living in. 

But it took them a lot of work to achieve the desired result of an earthly human 

that would manifest their goals and serve them. As they experimented with the 

development of the fabricate, the Pseudocreators had to focus most on the 

sexual area. They proceeded cautiously step by step to copy and perverted all 

the 100% good elements into 95% negative elements, leaving only 5% positive 

aspects, according to the bodies in the positive state (= duplicates), which are 

perfect and from Me. The things that have taken the brunt of it are the gender-

related ones. 

First of all, it should be pointed out that the sexual organs as you know them 

are not created by The Lord Jesus Christ, but are an exception for human 

bodies in the Zone of Displacement. The Pseudocreators had to create the 

reproductive organs, but first they set themselves the task of changing the pure 

sexual energy that comes from within outward in the duplicates in the True 

Creation into an energy that will be manifested only externally and will be 

minimally affected by the inner mind. There was a disconnection of the 

sensations that had previously been in direct communication between soul and 

body, whereby in intercourse what you were experiencing could be experienced 

by your counterpart - and in turn you could experience what he/she was 

experiencing. Sexual vibrations were therefore replaced by matter, and the man
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was "fitted" with a penis and the woman with a vagina. In intercourse in 

humans, unlike beings in higher dimensions, everything takes place externally. 

The creators of the anti-universe were well aware that if it were not for Me, 

there would not even be the full experience of orgasm that happens in 

duplicates. Therefore, they limited its duration to the genital area only, which 

lasts only a few seconds, and moreover, it does not happen in both partners at 

the same time, but each at a different time, if it occurs at all. Sex can also be 

accompanied by discomfort, often resistance or pain. Moreover, humans have 

intimate contact in places that are located next to the excretory organs, which 

may not always be a nuisance, but from the point of view of beings of the 5th 

and higher dimensions, this paradox seems very unnatural, even if people here 

are not naturally aware of it. Why am I talking about a paradox? Would you 

want to make love to your counterpart in heaven in a place where he/she 

normally excretes waste matter? Fortunately, there is no such thing there, for 

My bodies are perfect. I'll explain the workings of duplicates on this subject 

later. 

It is necessary for you to understand that God's opponents revel in filth of all 

kinds, so they have "planted" holes in the gross body for waste matter. This 

includes even the excretory glands that are all over your body. You are 

producing an enormous amount of substances that have absolutely nothing to 

do with the positive state. I will address this subject in another communication 

where I will deal more with the differences between the duplicate and your 

present physical shell. 

Sexuality and the sexual relationship between man and woman, more precisely 

masculinity and femininity, is a fundamental prerequisite for co-creation in the 

spiritual, intermediate and natural worlds of the Multiverse. If it were not for 

this rule, all life energies would be extinguished and all movement would cease, 

and thus nothing new could be created. Thanks to this, not only I but also 

relative beings can create loving ideas from which self-conscious, unique 

entities can eventually emerge. The duplicates in the 5th dimension are without 

sexual organs, there is no menstrual cycle in women, fertile and infertile 

periods in both sexes, there are no perverse deviations, fluctuations and 

upsurge in sexual moods, resulting harassment of anyone, as you have here, 

and many other negative influences which need not be further mentioned, as 

you can fill them in yourself. 

The topic of sex was and still is labelled by negative entities in the Zone of 

Displacement as something impure and inappropriate that people should be 

ashamed of and rather label as socially inappropriate. On the other hand, a 

plethora of pornography is produced by the ruling elites that distracts people 

from the true spiritual connection in the area of the second (sacral) chakra with 

the color orange. Because of this, there is a mental tension in people where they 
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have forgotten what is actually good for them, and therefore there are frequent 

feelings of guilt or resignation, lacking the strength to fully express the 

emotionality, feelings and creativity of life, not knowing the exact path to take, 

and thus stagnating in place. You, too, have been brought up to talk as little as 

possible about your innermost experience and to "push away" it to the second 

category. But how are you going to know and compare the true nature of the 

workings of duality when you are unable to view any subject with the same 

perspective, scale and weight? The time has come for those who are already 

ready to receive new spiritual knowledge to receive another dose from the fount 

of knowledge written by the very source of all life, concerning a subject that 

many look at through their fingers without having to. 

How does sex work in the 5th dimension for human beings? When a woman and 

a man meet, harmonize together and want to live as a couple, nobody and 

nothing prevents them from doing so. After many adventures and experiences 

in getting to know their counterpart, there comes a time when it's time to get to 

know him/her in an all-encompassing mode, through which one partner gets to 

know the other in full harmony and soul mingling. The partners press together 

and embrace each other, beginning the mutual resonance of souls and the 

interconnection of the light crystals of bodies whose "owners" penetrate into the 

interior of their counterpart. Kissing as such does not exist in any known form. 

Since no bodily fluids are present, there is no penetration of saliva through the 

mouth into the other, and the amorous kiss is not accompanied by the use of the 

tongue. It all sounds dry, but I can guarantee you that the kiss is much more 

wonderful and fulfilling than what you have in the 3rd dimension. It also takes 

place by pressing the lips, but it does not act only on the outward feelings of 

man, but completes the union of bodies and souls to the utmost. During sex in 

5D all chakras are connected by a strong bond, but the most assisted is of 

course the sacral chakra, which is located in the lower abdomen. I, The Lord 

Jesus Christ, assist in everything, from whom everything comes out to make 

this act perfect and complete. The whole climax of lovemaking is the orgasm, 

which comes soon and lasts for a long time afterwards. It is not confined to the 

genital area (which does not exist in the True Creation), on the contrary, it 

permeates your soul and your partner's soul with a pleasure such as you have 

never experienced before. It is literally a heavenly pleasure that cannot be 

achieved anywhere in the Zone of Displacement. It raises the vibrations of not 

only those who have made love, but of the entire environment, the planet, the 

Multiverse. The orgasm takes place in both at the same time. To make matters 

worse, one partner experiences what the other is experiencing all the time and 

vice versa. 

All quality of life improves with a never-ending convergence towards the 

absolute state. You too will one day reach the mood in which the highest 
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spiritual beings are, so that you can transcend this state and continue in the 

new cycle. You will become creators of the infinite, of which the ever-present 

sexual energy is an integral part in the Multiverse, the most beautiful 

celebration of life, love, beauty, goodness... of God. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 17 

MESSAGE 17 

 

HOW TO SIMPLY DESCRIBE LIFE IN THE 5TH DIMENSION 

OF TRUE CREATION? AS A DREAM, WHICH IS WHAT YOU 

ON PLANET ZERO CALL UTOPIA. 

 

The New Earth is another reality of planet Earth/Zero, which is located in the 

5th Dimension of the Multiverse of The Lord Jesus Christ. Its surface is very 

different from the surface in this reality because the 3rd dimension cannot 

express the beauty of the positive state. The 5D is the first step to the top where 

I, the Prime Creator of everything and everyone, reside. All journeys begin on 

this plane of existence and you will find nothing negative there anymore 

because there is no room for darkness, but only for light, warmth, Love. 

The entire globe is surrounded by one undivided continent, which is washed by 

two oceans - the northern and the southern. In the oceans you will find the most 

fantastic manifestations of non-sentient life in all its forms. All non-sentient 

entities (animals and plants) live in harmony and telepathic connection not only 

with each other but also with humans. You will find millions of new species of 

fauna and flora that do not exist on Old Earth. The world in which you are now 

has been fabricated by the Pseudocreators and nothing original remains in its 

essence, so that even the bodies of fauna and flora do not come from The Lord 

Jesus Christ. You may argue that the plants and trees on the Old Earth are 

indeed beautiful, which they are, but even those roses, carnations, lindens, 

maples, oaks... and all other kinds of flora were created by God's adversaries. 

Their beauty on this planet lies in the fact that the Pseudocreators have tried to 

faithfully imitate the external structure and appearance of the plants finding in 

the True Creation. They have succeeded in this, but what you see in nature is a 

mere reflection of what exists in the 5th dimension. The exterior of the flora 

and fauna of many species may indeed resemble what I have created, but their 

interior is already stripped of its positive charge on planet Zero, or the all-

pervading spirituality, color, brightness, contrast, and ultimately the very 

behavior of the non-sentient species of entities is disappearing. These are a 

reflection of the quality of life of the sentient entities, that is humans. You will 

not naturally find negative animals in paradise on earth. 

Let's go back to land. There, again, there are a number of harmonious biotopes 

that interact with each other. But there are no seasons as you know them. If 

you like one of the four seasons of the year, you will find a suitable place where 

the weather is constant. Do you want a fragrant spring with flowering trees
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whose blossoms never fall? Or perhaps a radiant summer, with the eternal light 

of the divine sun at your fingertips? Or do you want a colourful golden-red 

autumn that is as light as a spider's web in the wind? Snow lovers will find 

places with sparkling, penetrating snow, but it is warm because the New Earth 

has different physical laws. 

And what about nature, how to describe it? It is like a beautiful dream that is a 

reality in the positive state. Even the most beautiful places on the Old Earth 

are no match for the beauties of the New Earth. Meadows of thousands of 

flowers, forests of all kinds, hundreds of thousands of islands and islets off the 

coast and very far from it, atolls, coves and curves of all kinds of endless 

beaches with fine sand, hills that turn into amazing snow-capped mountains 

that turn into valleys again, where there are streams and wells with infinitely 

clear water. Waterfalls in turn complete the relaxing atmosphere in the virgin 

jungle where everyone can have the utmost privacy. Last but not least, plains 

with grass as soft as cotton, caves, canyons and more complete the surface. All 

this in the presence of the scent of the positive state, clean air, a fresh 

temperature of around 25°C and a balmy amorousness for everything around. 

You won't find factories, roads, cars, landfills, cities, bad weather, floods, 

droughts, cloudy skies, or money, corporations, warehouses of economic 

products, manipulation of any kind, overpopulated areas here... in short, 

absolutely none of the "conveniences" of the negative state. There will be room 

on New Earth for everyone who moves there, as only about 600 million of the 

most loving people will live there, choosing a place to live based on how the 

environment fits them. You'll be transported first by a high-powered flying 

saucer (an anti-gravity spaceship, to be precise) that will use thought to 

transport you not only to any place on the planet, but anywhere else in the 

universe. Soon your abilities will improve, over time there will be no need for 

machines, you will teleport by thought, you will begin to materialize things and 

objects at will in a split second. When you are even higher on the spiritual 

spiral, you will split aspects of your spirit into multiple levels, become a 

multidimensional being, discover hidden talents. An amazing, never-ending 

journey awaits you alongside an eternally loving Parent, Mother and Father in 

one - The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family, who will also live physically in male 

and female body among humans. People will live either in families, alone or 

otherwise, whichever one chooses. Everyone will be in constant abundance, the 

quality and quantity will improve beyond words. Children will be born here too, 

but in a different way, in a special biological sac outside the woman's body. 

They grow faster, they learn to be loving, and from a young age they are in 

conscious direct contact with Me. 

I have prepared the sky for those who do not want to remain in the 

deteriorating conditions in the fullness of the negative state on this planet, 
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where within the next few years the New World Order will be established under 

the baton of the controlling elites and the Pseudocreators themselves. The 

infinite harmonious worlds in the positive state of the Multiverse are ready for 

you, it has never been otherwise. They await, along with their inhabitants, the 

return of lost sons and daughters. Imagine your little place dreamt up in the 

mind's wildest fantasy. What would it look like? That is what the countless 

places in the higher dimensions where you will soon be transported look like if 

you have Love in your heart. The purity and harmony of those places will be 

yours alone. But if you prefer material things without Love, in a world that will 

fall deeper into the Zone of Displacement, I cannot prevent you from staying in 

that reality as humanity divides. But the gate of heaven is open to all who will 

accept Me as their own. 

There is no need to elaborate further here on the qualities of living in the 

positive state, for God's word in this case is only meant to outline the wonderful 

things that await you. The other things that follow from this you can figure out 

for yourselves. It is necessary to lay the foundation so that you can build upon it 

other spiritual things and then live them under My guidance. For further 

information on the subject of living in the Zone of Placement, My direct 

incarnation Jana and I wrote in the 14th chapter of The New Revelation of The 

Lord Jesus Christ God's Family, "Life in the Positive State". If you wish to live 

in a perfect world, pack your bags and come with us to the 5th dimension, not 

only on New Earth, but to other infinitely diverse and equally amazing planets 

in many universes. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 18 

MESSAGE 18 

 

IN THE MULTIVERSE EVERYTHING IS 

INTERCONNECTED, IT IS ONE LIVING ORGANISM AND 

EVERY, EVEN TINY PARTICLE AFFECTS THE WHOLE 

 

Eons of years ago, when Creation did not yet exist in the active mode, I existed 

in My original substance of absolute state without any relative beings. It is a 

holy truth that I was created by no one and nothing, for I am the alpha and the 

omega, the beginning and the end of everything. I exist in the absolute of the 

13th dimension, where there is no time or space, in the moment of the HERE 

AND NOW. All the evolutionary lines of all times and para-times from eternity 

to eternity are present therein as they happen and do not happen, for with 

me/in me everything conceivable and unthinkable is possible. That I have no 

beginning or end can only be fully understood by beings living in the highest 

dimensions that most closely approximate and resemble divine 

constructiveness. Therefore, do not make anything of the fact that you do not 

understand everything, because you are bound by time and space, moreover, 

you are in the antiverse, where you are exposed to the influences of the negative 

state for the time of your stay in it, therefore you have experienced false 

pseudo-conventions about God and life as such. 

If you ask for My help, you will be able to receive without difficulty the latest 

word of God, which begins with the study of many alternative spiritual 

teachings, leads through the next stages of truth discovery, and ends with the 

reading of both portions of The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ, along 

with the surrender of your life to a loving Creator. This sequence is general and 

each soul's journey is different, which is why I am now speaking of people on 

the narrow end of the spectrum. The New Revelation, the key word of God for 

this cycle of time, will be encountered at some point by all sentient entities, 

even those who have the most evil and violent tendencies and reside on the 

lowest levels of hells. I control everything and I have the perfect plan to bring 

out to freedom those who have been trapped in darkness. Know that once the 

true nature of the negative state is revealed, there will be almost no one who 

will be reluctant to enter the positive state of their own free will, as there will 

be nothing to motivate lowly entities to live in a state of misery and suffering. 

Let's go back to the original topic. When I existed from eternity to eternity in 

My solitude, I could not share with anyone My elements of life, love, beauty, 

good, harmony, satisfaction and other many aspects of the totality. Therefore,
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the process of movement began when I released the first ideas from the 

absolute mind, which became self-conscious beings. In this step Creation as 

known to beings in Love came into being, but remember that something always 

precedes something else, therefore absolutely everything that is given to the 

people of planet Zero even in the form of the word of God is very much abridged, 

generalized and simplified because you would not be able to contain more in 

your limited reality. Even the previous steps of creating the existence of the 

three levels of the Multiverse worlds do not come from nothing. It is a constant 

process of precede without beginning or end. The Firstborns helped and are 

forever helping to create the spiritual, intermediate and natural worlds of 

Creation. Everyone, including humans, helps create life, but on their own 

qualitative and quantitative level. In the Multiverse, everything is 

interconnected, it is one living organism, and every, ever tiny article, affects the 

whole. I will come back to this later. 

As some of you know, the Firstborn are the spiritual "parents" of those created 

after them (see The New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family in 

Chapter 27: "(Re)incarnation." In the step/dimension below them, the newly 

created are again the "parents" of those brought into being and existence after 

them in the next step, and so on ad infinitum. For the spiritual growth of 

entities of all kinds, innumerable universes arise, of which there are an infinite 

number. The sum total of all universes then gives rise to the term "Multiverse". 

Imagine a vast desert. When you take a handful of sand, you hold thousands of 

grains. Each grain then represents, in My view, one whole universe with 

billions of suns, trillions of planets and quadrillions of sentient and non-

sentient beings who are shaping their lifestyles and generations in accordance 

with spiritual laws and principles of love, moving towards spiritual evolution. 

This one universe then consists of 12 dimensions, each different from the other 

in all its inimitable aspects and appearances. If you were to count the grains of 

all the deserts of the world, this number would not come anywhere near the 

actual number of ever-emerging universes. Yes, it's all so grandiose, but you 

will experience the magnificence firsthand on your journey through life when 

you too create in a big way. This journey begins in the 5th dimension where a 

part of you will move based on vibrations, attitudes and actions. 

As the title of the chapter says, everything is one living organism. The 

Multiverse is made up of life energies emanating from sentient entities, with 

Me "enveloping" it and watching over everything. Creation is relative to The 

Lord Jesus Christ, so I transcend everything. This can also be interpreted by 

imagining the entire infinite (finite in relation to the Creator) Multiverse as a 

ball on a table. Around it extends the external world, which at any one time 

contains and has more things going on in it than what occurs in that ball. And 

this very world is in a figurative sense an absolute state, Me, The Lord Jesus 
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Christ, which has only the difference that your world is bounded and finite, 

whereas I reach further and further beyond all boundaries. The surrounding 

world (the absolute state) thus feeds the ball (the Multiverse) into which 

potential life experiences are pumped to eventually become reality, lived 

through one's own existential freedom. The ball is continually growing as 

everything evolves in pursuit of the constant approach to The Lord Jesus 

Christ. This is a very simple way to explain the relationship between the 

universe and God in an era of ongoing transformation. 

Everything is visibly and invisibly interconnected, for life appears as a whole, 

containing large and small parts, thus ensuring the flawless functioning of the 

whole. Let us start from the lowest elements to the highest. Although there are 

more and more smaller particles after atoms, we will set it the starting point for 

better memorization. Gravity holds the atoms together. They make up all the 

matter you know in this and several other universes. Matter forms bodies on 

many bases (carbon in 3D, crystalline in 5D...) for all evolving entities, that 

includes planets and stars. Souls from different stages of evolution incarnate on 

them to gain a plethora of experiences, enjoyments and adventures. The higher 

the vibrational plane, the thinner the matter, so that the atoms vibrate faster 

and are further apart. The developmental stages of the whole of one plane are 

called dimensions in all the natural, intermediate and spiritual worlds, which 

are separated from each other in the present cycle of time, but in the next step 

of Creation there will already be an interconnection of each of them, for there 

will no longer be a negative state. The planets form families in their own solar 

systems, with the associated star they orbit being their "parent" which radiates 

nourishing energy from itself to its "children". The stars are the most mature 

souls of the celestial bodies of the solar systems, followed by the planets. 

The individual suns again form families in clusters, and so it goes on to the 

central sun, which is at the centre of each galaxy and nourishes all the 

associated stars and celestial bodies, which from it pass on the life energy to the 

planets on which there is sentient and non-sentient life, which also uses the 

radiated energy for its own growth. All the inhabitants of that body and the 

flora and the fauna then pass the life force on to molecules, atoms and other 

smaller building blocks as yet unknown to you. Even in the case of the central 

galactic suns, the evolution to the larger denominator does not stop, for energy 

flows to them from elsewhere, namely from the central cosmic sun around 

which all the galaxies of the universe revolve. The cosmic sun is the governing 

body of each universe, a kind of representative of the absolute state in relative 

condition, the fulcrum from which all movement of dimensions in the sphere of 

Creation it occupies and governs is derived. It contains the aggregate of highly 

advanced creator beings who keep it running by my mandate. And it is the 

cosmic sun that I feed directly from My infinite source in an absolute state. I, 
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The Lord Jesus Christ, am the shining sun of all. My rays of love fall upon each 

one in the same boundless measure, for I love each one of you so boundlessly. 

The most and the least advanced souls occupy the same position in relation to 

Me, for all are equal with all. Do you understand now that we are one living 

interconnected organism? There is no separation, and if anyone experiences it, 

such as members of the negative state, it is only illusory and temporary, for 

even the Zone of Displacement is part of the Creation in which all live, in this 

case only with the difference that there is a lack of Love in the anti-universe. 

Peter D. Francuch and I wrote more about the control and patterns of the 

positive state in our book Four Concepts Of The Spiritual Structure Of Creation 

back in 1982. 

Just I will come back to the correspondence of the negative state with the 

whole. The negative state threatens the whole in a very dangerous way. Even 

before the first incarnation of the then Most High into the Zone of Displacement 

in the body of Jesus Christ, this state could be equated with the positive state, 

as it prevailed in the anti-universe and began to threaten the True Creation. 

Had it not been for the Most High in human body, when He/She entered hells 

after His/Her crucifixion to subdue all evils, the entire Multiverse would have 

sooner or later perished under the self-destructive onslaught of evils and 

falsities. I could never let that happen, which is why I intervened. Remember 

that only I have all the proper means to save Creation. Now comes an 

important point, and that is that it does not matter the size and value of a 

particular place or point that is occupied in the structure of the Multiverse. 

Your planet Zero is living proof of this phenomenon, illustrating the results and 

consequences of living without true spiritual principles. It is this grain of sand 

(compared to the whole) that is currently the most important place in this time 

cycle. Let it be repeated again: it is here that beings from both directions of 

duality meet, it is here that was conceived, will win for a while, and will be 

terminated the negative state that has been alive throughout its activation 

thanks to this seemingly tiny place. So you can see that one single spot on 

planet Earth/Zero, this tiny particle, affects literally the entire infinite totality, 

for it is the key to ending an entire, all-important stage of Creation, the value of 

which you will only be able to understand later. 

The importance of everything carries over to you, both the importance of your 

unique and unrepeatable soul, and the importance of your present earthly life, 

which gives you the ability to do so much in a short period of time from the 

perspective of linear time that you would not otherwise have accomplished in 

dozens of incarnations in other corners of Creation, were it not for your 

presence on planet Zero. While it is inappropriate to compare almost anything 

to anything, the analogy can be used here to remind you of the privilege you 

have by virtue of earthly life. Therefore, you must not underestimate yourself or 
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exalt yourself, but be grateful for your originality and gifts of spirit that allow 

you to be yourself regardless of place, time, and current position of your unique 

life path - this includes staying in the positive state forever and staying 

temporarily on the edge of the Zone of Displacement. Each is a full part in the 

colorful mosaic of the Multiverse, where we create life in its most beautiful 

manifestations and substances side by side for eternity, "pulling together" so to 

speak. No one can be missing in the mosaic, otherwise the whole work would be 

devalued. I look at these colorful images and experience joy and gratitude with 

you for being all that you are, because I am you and you are Me. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 19 

MESSAGE 19 

 

THE LAW OF FREE CHOICE IS A CONDITION FOR THE 

EXISTENCE OF LIFE, BUT IT CANNOT BE UNDERSTOOD 

AS AN ABSOLUTE 

 

From the very beginning of totality, the true spiritual laws of The Lord Jesus 

Christ are set in motion with the principles of all-encompassing love. Those who 

wish to become acquainted with them for the first time can do so, in particular, 

by reading the first portion of the New Revelation, especially Chapter 10: 

"Update, Modification and Redefinition of the Spiritual Laws," as well as 

Chapter 24: "The Ten Commandments Revisited." I remind and advise that this 

most important book should be read in sequence and it is not advisable to skip 

parts of it. The laws given are perfect and flawless, though you cannot fully 

encompass this constructiveness, as with everything in a finite world. Some 

apply only to this cycle of time, to be restructured and restored later, others 

apply for all eternity. They have nothing to do with the infernal pseudo-laws for 

your planet, which are binding and the ordinary citizen has essentially nothing 

to gain from them, as they are set up by negative elites and entities to harm 

and benefit only the highest (not spiritually) and wealthiest, who perpetuate 

the state of non-love not only on planet Zero, and help its short-lived victory. I 

have said before that almost no one is familiar with earthly laws, regulations, 

directives and all that you have here, because they naturally do not have the 

time, strength or desire to study them. This paradox plays into the hands of the 

rulers of their "herd", as they want to disorient all those who come into contact 

with their system. Just in case, they have invented the law of all laws, which is 

that their ignorance is not excused and will be punished. The negative state 

literally loves complexities and nonsense that must be put into practice and 

carried out to the letter at any cost. Beings in the Zone of Displacement have 

long since become accustomed to having to abide by them. Even human beings 

can hardly imagine life existing without thousands of commandments and 

prohibitions about what they can and cannot do. 

Notice how more and more commandments are being approved by 

supranational institutions that further restrict human freedom and the dignity 

of individual rights. This is because the typical human era and the agony of the 

anti-universe is coming to a gradual end, but before that, human problems will 

be magnified many times over to unimaginable proportions one last time, which 

will again be one of the ingredients of the victory of darkness on planet Zero. 

Then this experiment will be completed. I know it sounds harsh, but everything
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is done by the free choice and selection of sentient entities. All those involved 

have agreed that some will voluntarily participate in life in hells. I made 

anabsolute promise to each one prior to this time cycle stating that separation 

from Me would not last beyond one time cycle, and anyone who remains in dead 

life to the end, I will deliver so that he/she could eventually return to the point 

they originally inhabited before he/she and some others chose to directly 

participate in life without The Lord Jesus Christ. 

Everything in the Multiverse happens and unfolds by free choice. This rule 

applies from eternity to eternity. But here comes the dilemma and stumbling 

block with the negative state. The law of free choice is indeed a condition for the 

existence of life, but it cannot be understood as absolute, because without the 

existence of spiritual laws, the entire Creation would be destroyed. It is 

precisely because of their non-observance that the negative state exists with all 

its distortions, perversions, perversities, killings, diseases, and general 

unnaturalness and strangeness, which can be anything but the likeness of the 

substance that came forth from The Lord Jesus Christ in the positive state. Evil 

entities fight against the true nature of the Creator of everything and everyone 

and do not tolerate anything that resembles the elements of true Creation. That 

is why the Pseudocreators have invented the exact opposite of true spiritual 

laws, except that there was and still is a need to maintain at least a minimum 

degree of truth even in the many levels of hells itself, for it is because of God's 

truth and love, however minute, that all are alive wherever they are. Because of 

this, God's opponents have had to leave a 5% opening for the flow of life 

energies into all who are under their domain.  No one can do to himself/herself 

what is contrary to his/her nature. Even the Pseudocreators are relative, thus 

their mad plan to take over all of Creation and "dethrone God" cannot succeed. 

How could this work when I am present in everything (the Multiverse is My 

"body" and the beings are My "cells"), I live in an absolute state, therefore I am 

not bound by space or time, I am omnipotent, omnipresent and I power all 

living things? I will only admit that for which the evils and falsities were 

activated, and that is only to get the answer to the much-mentioned question. I 

do not directly interfere in the development of the Zone of Displacement, 

because I Myself observe My own laws of freedom, I only direct its development 

so that there is no imbalance towards the positive. Through love and mercy, I 

have sacrificed Myself for all in the two bodies of My direct incarnations, and I 

also send millions of angels from heaven here throughout history. I now have a 

large representation in the domain of the "Evil One" which extends a helping 

hand to all who are seeking to be saved. 

I will reveal here a secret related to the subject. In fact, absolutely no one can 

break spiritual laws, not even the Pseudocreators. If this were to be the case, 

the one who would do so would have to be an absolute entity, for how can 
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something relative violate something absolute? Hence the fact that if I were to 

enter the Zone of Displacement with all the glory and pomp in My own fullness 

of the absolute, everything within it would evaporate in a split second. This is 

utterly impossible. Do you notice the correspondence and order of being and 

existence regarding the absolute versus the relative? In the "garbage can of the 

Multiverse" everyone more or less violates the positive order, but never 100%, 

because that would be tantamount to spiritual death, a definitive denial not 

only of God but also of self. This would result in elimination and self-

annihilation. Therefore, you can also correctly conclude that nothing is 

completely and definitively 100%, in either direction of duality. Even with the 

victory of darkness over light, there will be agents of the positive state 

constantly present in the 3rd dimension. These will be mainly people from the 

hollow Earth, of which Adama of Telos is the best known representative, but of 

course also many others, of whom we will not write here. When the negative 

state is brought to its final stage, the chipped humans and biorobots will lose 

their free choice completely (99.999%). As you now know, the definitive loss of 

choice would lead to their immediate and total destruction, but in due time I 

will step in and put an end to the efforts of the controllers and puppet masters. 

The dilemma mentioned above and the stumbling block of the negative state is 

therefore ultimately that it cannot be able to live independently for a moment, 

because by causing the complete end and impossibility of free choice for all its 

inhabitants it would exterminate itself. This is indeed the path it is following, 

but to do so would defeat the whole experiment for many reasons. It can be 

compared to a tree and its apples, which symbolize its inhabitants. They 

gradually ripen and fall at the end of time. If I hadn't intervened, they would 

have fallen to the ground and rotted. Then they would have gone to nothing. 

But I catch them in time, still in the air in flight (when the choice is 

threatened), clean them and leave them free to decide whether they would like 

to rise up into the sun and not end up on the ground facing a terrible fate. Were 

it not for this privilege granted by Me, none of the apples (inhabitants) would 

have any choice but to fall to the ground and rot there. This step revealed in the 

messages another of the essences of pseudo-existence, which I have previously 

revealed in another form in the books of the New Revelation with Peter. 

Finally, I will mention how humanity is treating free choice just before its final 

division. Along with the increase in the vibrations of the planet, profit-seeking 

people are becoming even more aggressive, and the already impoverished body 

of the planet looks like that, so the answer is clear. The elites, led by their 

masters, will continue to devastate the natural beauties of planet Earth/Zero to 

complete their work of destruction. It doesn't matter whether they use (abuse) a 

high ranking CEO of a multinational corporation or an "ordinary" person with 

evil intentions to do so. Forests and rainforests are burning in many parts of 

the world, such as in Indonesia, vegetation is being cut down, toxic waste is 
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being poured into the oceans, thus the fauna and the flora in the water and on 

land are perishing... The killing of animals and humans is a well-organized 

crime, directed by the reptilian entities themselves. Their temporary 

representatives here are indifferent to all living things, even to themselves, as 

the various clans constantly struggle for power and want to seize control over as 

many sleeping humans as possible. I have everything under control and will not 

let those beings who want to live in Love suffer in an infested environment. But 

those who remain here will not be able to see any beauty in all aspects soon 

after the division of humanity. 

Do not be sad, My beloved co-workers, at the fate that awaits this planet. 

Always be aware that this will only and solely happen in the 3rd dimension of 

the anti-universe, but in the 5th and higher vibrational planes the breathtaking 

beauty of harmonious purity and bliss awaits you. You will experience it very 

soon when you re-vibrate. I have brought some of it to your attention in a 

previous message, "How to simply describe life in the 5th dimension of the True 

Creation? As a dream that is called utopia." Remember, we did not come to save 

this decaying reality with its elements that did not come from Me, but we came 

to take the good from it so that it could be transferred to the New Earth, 

planted there, and be free to grow and continually develop without fear, without 

being threatened by weeds. In the meantime, please send harmonious 

vibrations to Mother Gaia, not only to raise the vibrations of her material body, 

until your long-awaited transfer to the as yet unknown paradisiacal worlds 

takes place. You are not only helping this reality with vibrations, but others as 

well, for all is connected. For even from your temporarily limited position you 

are doing multidimensional work. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 20 

MESSAGE 20 

 

THERE IS NOT A SINGLE RELIGION ON THIS PLANET 

THAT WOULD NOT BE INFLUENCED OR DIRECTLY 

CREATED BY THE ORIGINATORS OF NEGATIVE ENTITIES 

 

We return to earthly religions for the umpteenth time in a high-level portion of 

God's word. The functioning of Christianity towards the New Nature of The 

Lord Jesus Christ, as well as towards the whole Creation, is detailed in the first 

portion of the New Revelation (Chapter 3, "Betrayal of Christianity"). In the 

continuation of the exposition on this subject, we introduce the beings further 

by way of the second portion of the New Revelation, brought here by Me in the 

body of Jana, in Chapter 5: "Religion on Earth." It is now time to look at the 

belief system more comprehensively and to summarize in general terms the 

characterizing points for the various beliefs that influence billions of people and 

determine the world's development. 

To begin with, there is not a single religion on this planet that would not be 

influenced or directly created by the originators of negative entities. First, let's 

look at what the relationship of beings to the one God was like before the so-

called "Fall" - the activation of the negative state. All sentient entities of that 

phase of the Multiverse's history had a direct and unmediated relationship with 

Me. As the Most High, I did not yet have in absolute totality the male body of 

Jesus and the female body of Jana, so I was perceived rather as the 

omnipresent energy that I really am, but now I can appear to everyone in a 

concrete form. There was no need for orthodox belief systems, so there were no 

falsifications, iniquities or distortions. Through communication with the 

Creator, everyone entered into his/her inward where they received the 

necessary guidance to live a life in joy and abundance. The situation changed 

completely over the course of several million years when the question was 

asked what it would be look like without God. Step by step, the Pseudocreators 

and their minions encapsulated the spirit of those under their domain. These 

acts created a controlled descent into the appropriate levels of the Zone of 

Displacement where all were put into a special modal state to purposely forget 

their origin and connection to Me. There was the creation of many false pseudo-

religions in all areas of hells. We will focus only on planet Zero for now, as to 

describe the developments on other planets of the anti-universe would be 

unnecessary and incomprehensible at this time. 
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The evolution of the last human generation was brought about by the breeding 

of the caveman, who became homo sapiens, who has all the prerequisites to be 

able to be chipped and serve his masters in the final stage of the negative state. 

These creatures have been born and are still being born into utter ignorance 

from the beginning. Because of this, it is very easy for the negative entities to 

get the individual involved in the system of control programs and to "feed" 

him/her falsities throughout their lives. 

This, of course, includes the influential system of false image of religions, which 

contain only small slivers of the truth found in True Creation. They all bow to 

the Pseudocreators, that is Satan, the dark side. Believers overwhelmingly do 

not know what is going on, so they are easily exploited by spiritual leaders of all 

kinds. 

If we go back a few thousand years into the past, we find that the first natural 

peoples invoked nature deities. I mention that anything that has the purpose of 

worshipping anything but The Lord Jesus Christ (formerly the Most High) is 

misguided and false. To begin with, the rulers of the Zone of Displacement 

succeeded in making the last human generation misguidedly aware of their 

connection to nature and the elements. This would be fine, of course, as it is 

even in the positive state, except that there no one worships anything external 

in any external way. When the Pseudocreators succeeded in making human 

beings governed by external, not spiritual, things, an event was achieved on 

which they could build further, and that is that people began to explain life and 

its laws in physical, natural, tangible, and later scientific ways. Spiritual 

principles were completely denied. In the next stage of humanity, the earthlings 

returned to these principles, but in a way that suited its creators. We shall 

return to this in describing the major religions. 

Not only in Sumerian civilization, Mesopotamia, China, Ancient Egypt, Greece 

and Rome were the creators of the human race directly involved. We have 

already informed of the ways in which mankind has been controlled by the New 

Revelation from the Family of God through Chapter 28: "Human History on 

Planet Zero Under the Rule of the Pseudocreators." Because they had 

unprecedentedly great skills before the incarnation of the Most High in the 

form of Jesus Christ, they could enter with their faithful associates (the 

draconian and lizard races, the greys, and until recently the Annunaki, who 

eventually converted to the light) into the bodies of men to bind whole nations 

and its inhabitants in the hostile clutches in the form of pharaohs, emperors, 

kings, priests, and others. They built their power on fear, boundless worship 

and devotion under the threat of punishment. They claimed to be gods because 

they reveled in it, and to this day they make a mockery of the one absolute God, 

The Lord Jesus Christ. Their concept of worship, which by the way you won't 

find in the positive state because I don't demand any worship from anyone, 
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became the basis for what was yet to come, the creation of elaborate religious 

systems that have endured to this day. Anticipating that someone would come 

who would be commissioned and sent directly by Me into their territory to 

expose reality, they began to eagerly construct contradictory belief systems to 

further confuse the world as to what was right and wrong. An important 

component of their actions before the coming of Christianity was the emergence 

of Hinduism and Buddhism. 

Hinduism is one of the many movements whose teaching are based on the 

worship of several gods, such as Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. In the New 

Revelation we have revealed an important truth about the Pseudocreators: they 

have appeared under different names as gods on every continent of this planet. 

Among the most famous are Zeus, Shiva, Quetzalcoatl, Jehovah... It is clear, 

then, that they not only stood for the creation of the religions they have 

governed throughout history, but it was they who allowed themselves to be 

portrayed as the various gods now invoked by billions of ignorant people. The 

holy books brought to the fore by the various prophets have come to the fore. 

Not all of them, but the vast majority of them were emissaries of hells who 

wrote up the would-be "holy" texts into coherent books, and these books 

continued to nurture the growth of that system which had been established in a 

predetermined territory. The "holy" texts also served to perpetuate the main 

ideas of their pseudo-religion after the originators of the negative state left the 

planet. Even far in advance of the birth of Jesus, they created Buddhism, which 

takes errant souls even further away from the one true Source of all life. 

Judaism, on the other hand, is already formed on the concept of worshipping 

one particular God, but this "God" is punitishing, profit-seeking, unbalanced, 

and like a dictator, he imposes various commandments and restrictions on his 

followers, without which you are not worthy to go to heaven. Would you like to 

have such a God? 

When I was born into the body of Jesus Christ, I did so out of infinite love for all 

beings in Creation. I knew that in a world under the rule of the Evil One, I 

would be accepted by almost no one, but rather accused of all possible and 

impossible things. I was listened to by only "a few" people who were able to 

believe God's truth with their hearts, not on the basis of external actions. Those 

of you who have not read the New Revelation cannot fully understand why I, as 

the absolute Creator of everything and everyone, had to incarnate in relative 

form over 2000 years ago in a human body, go through many experiences of 

living here during My 33-year lifetime, only to be crucified (according to the 

perfect plan, of course) and then be able to enter hells, where I captured the 

Pseudocreators so that they could no longer directly interfere with the evolution 

of humanity. The impact of My birth on planet Zero was enormous, for it was 

the most important event in the history of the Multiverse. If I had not taken the 
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exact steps I did, Creation would have succumbed to destruction by the 

negative state. Even before My incarnation into the Zone of Displacement, the 

negative state was beginning to threaten the first regions of heaven, and not 

long afterwards it would overwhelm the positive state. As Jesus Christ, I taught 

the truth of the Most High tailored to the inhabitants of that time. My teaching 

was based on one very important, universal and eternally valid fact that you 

should always remember: You will not find the true God in organized religions 

of all kinds, in religious authorities, in churches, somewhere outside of you, but 

only and solely within you, in spiritual heart, in yourself, for I am your eternal 

and integral part and you in turn are Me. We are all one whole, one body of 

God, divided into an infinity of self-conscious beings who in their freedom create 

and sustain the spiritual, intermediate and natural worlds of the Multiverse. 

I have never encouraged anyone to create a religion whose followers are kept in 

fear, uncertainty or misinformation and other things associated with it. 

Believers have often fear and underestimate themselves, so they don't feel or 

want to feel Me in their hearts, which would otherwise be free of those negative 

influences. The evil entities are well aware of this from the beginning, and they 

continue to dumb down the herd so that it becomes even more entangled in 

their web of control. Since I was already their arch-enemy number one 2000 

years ago, they devised a hellish plan to create a church. They abused and 

perverted My teaching about it that there was no need for idolatry. They 

committed one of the greatest crimes in this experiment, for the one who was 

sent to planet Zero announcing the ultimate liberating truth with the goal of 

the later final elimination of all evils and falsities was used by the 

Pseudocreators in their legacy to create one great world religion whose 

influence was unparalleled. This was Christianity. Everything is done by My 

permission and allow, there is nothing I did not know or foresee in advance. 

Because I am absolute, I know how things will happen and will not happen for 

all eternity ahead. Therefore, from an omnipotent position, I knew full well that 

the Evil One would seize the opportunity to distort the teachings of Jesus, so I 

created the conditions in advance for the true word of God to be written in 

spiritual language so that it could not be distorted. What I am talking about 

here is the New Testament. The vast majority of human beings, when reading 

the Bible, have difficulty distinguishing the true word of God from the satanic 

word, which is mostly contained in the Old Testament (it has both demonic and 

angelic origins). Only a very small thousandth of people in gross bodies then 

understand the meaning of individual passages from the New Testament, which 

has a deep spiritual meaning, which is corresponded with the coexistence of the 

negative state alongside the positive and all things connected with the 

unfolding of events in this cycle of time. The New Testament, as I have said, is 

written in spiritual language so as not to be contaminated by falsities, and 

therefore to take its words literally makes no sense. Again, the literal meaning 
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of its passages is given in complete form and with explanation in the books of 

the New Revelation by Peter D. Francuch. The New Testament has been 

censored throughout its existence, thousands of words have been omitted, but 

its true spiritual meaning could never be distorted or garbled. It does not 

matter how many people on this planet understand or do not understand the 

meaning of the passages, what is important is that the real holy texts are 

present, what constitutes the ungarbled essence of the truth about evils and 

falsities, as well as about future events. The evil entities could do nothing about 

this, so they at least squeezed the Old Testament in next to the New Testament 

and continued their efforts to build a church that had and has no positive 

features. To make matters worse, a couple of centuries later Islam was born, 

the consequences of which are more than ever present in the present day. 

There were created papal offices, one centralized seat in the Vatican, thousands 

of orders, laws and commandments, and not long after, churches began to be 

built all over Europe. From the Middle Ages onwards, the differences between 

the various faiths deepened, hence were created wars, fights for territory, 

crusades and more. From the Middle Ages onwards, the church dominated 

virtually all areas of human life, with people constantly being threatened with 

eternal damnation if they sinned, with an evil God once again on the agenda, 

whose completely invented spiritual principles exactly suited those who were 

behind the creation of it all. 

When the Renaissance and humanism came along, it might have seemed at 

first that a revival to greater human freedom was underway. Nothing could be 

further from the truth. Humanism was indeed concerned with man himself, 

regarding him as an individual who could think independently without regard 

to the powers of heaven, who could enjoy life and express his feelings and 

thoughts to the fullest. But, like everything, this tended to grow of the negative 

state, because humanism, for the most part, took into account only the 

cultivation of one's ego (from a true spiritual point of view), did not seek to 

restore the long-forgotten going within and the search for God in one's heart; on 

the contrary, it proclaimed man as a creature transcending everything created 

and uncreated. This fed into the later emergence of atheism. Do you notice 

another schism in an already divided world? The strings behind the curtain 

were pulled by the actors of the whole act, who, after I had imprisoned them in 

an unknown place, could not act directly on planet Zero, only through their 

representatives, as will be the case until their second coming. 

After the spread of atheism and the misuse of Darwin's theory of evolution, the 

planned splitting of the world into thousands of pieces, whose inhabitants did 

not find a common path to development and unity, was completed. Instead, the 

Pseudocreators were able to control their sheep, who no longer believed even in 

false religions, through scientific, political, musical, mainstream and other 
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authorities, in order to bind the other half of the population, who still believed, 

definitively through popes (who were all from hells, by the way) and other 

leaders. This brings us to the present time. 

As many of you know, the elites with their masters from Nibiru, who will take 

over humanity again in a few years, are preparing the greatest deception in its 

history - the creation of an artificial holographic image of Jesus in the sky, 

which will be seen from all corners of the world. This will trap believing 

Christians in particular, but also others who fail to see through their ruse. I 

repeat that all this will take place after the re-vibration/transfer of the positive 

part of the earthlings to the 5th dimension of the True Creation, so you, light 

co-workers, need not worry about anything. It is only after this event that the 

negative state in this reality can briefly win. The holographic image will serve 

to create one global religion that will unite all existing beliefs under one roof. 

Simultaneously, one of the Pseudocreators in human body with the form of 

Jesus Christ will preach pleasurably sound words that will confuse all the 

strays. His image will be in the public square, in the media, everywhere, for he 

will be glorified as the true God. The false second coming of Christ will be 

embraced by almost everyone, even those who would least be expected to accept 

it. Why? Because the Antichrist will solve all the problems of the world, 

cultural, economic, war, racial, natural and otherwise. The dark side, using 

technological and mental skills, will deceive the souls who will rejoice at the 

wonders performed by the wolf in sheep's clothing with its hidden lizard-like 

essence before the eyes of millions of onlookers throwing themselves into their 

arms. Please realize that this will only take place on the basis of external 

actions, for people of low vibrations do not have the ability to feel with the 

heart. The negative state only works based on external actions. At the same 

time, realize that the true Second Coming of The Lord Jesus Christ has been 

taking place on all levels since 1957 when I was born here for the second time, 

this time into a female body, and will continue to take place until the state of 

evils and falsities is eliminated. It is a gradual process and has little to do with 

the passage of linear time. 

A false peace will reign on the planet for a while, but only to calm the situation 

down. The new order will then bring chipping and totalitarianism, where 

humans become controlled puppets with no free will. What will happen after 

the coming of God's adversaries cannot be told at this time, since no one can 

know the exact chronological development qualitatively and quantitatively, nor 

is that the purpose of this message of The Lord Jesus Christ. 

I will conclude with a general reminder of the present state of the Church. In 

2013, pope Francis was installed on the papal throne, and he is the very last 

pope in history to be succeeded by the aforementioned Antichrist (in the true 

spiritual sense, the term Antichrist is used for anyone who collaborates with 
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the darkness). Francis is gradually preparing the ground for the 

Pseudocreators, and he has been given precise tasks by them, so he knows how 

to act. It is appropriate to name, for example, the unification of all religions, 

supporting the political and economic elites, recommending chips for people for 

the sake of convenience, then he openly talks about controlled immigration from 

Muslim countries as a solution, he is not ashamed to condemn the true legacy of 

the messiah (see the comparison of Jesus to the Islamic State) and His original 

teaching. In the years to come, there will be more such statements not only 

from the pope but from most of the top politicians serving the dark side, for the 

latter has not been trying to hide from the sleeping citizens for some time now, 

on the contrary, it has been revealing more and more plans for the final 

enslavement of humanity, which is also related to the unveiling of the ugly 

nature of the negative state that will be revealed when it is eliminated at the 

end of this shortened cycle of time. 

You may have expected Me to go into more detail in this part of the message 

about the various religions, faiths, sects, cults, doctrines, etc., but here more 

than anywhere else it is true that the purpose of this portion of God's word has 

not been and will not go into too much detail so that everyone can get his/her 

own picture and view of the theatre of the negative state. There is more than 

enough true information to go around, you just have to pick and choose and 

come to it by intuition, so that you don't have to worry about losing your 

bearings and eventually getting lost in the current complexities of the world. 

Everyone reads information tailored to them, and the seeds of truth are planted 

in them, and sooner or later they will sprout. Not everyone yet keeps the earth 

fertile and mild in his/her soul, but one day even the driest individual, who is 

unable to receive even the most basic level of vital information, will be watered 

with the Love of The Lord Jesus Christ, thanks to which the seeds will 

germinate in him/her in due time. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 21 

MESSAGE 21 

 

HUMANITY IS SEPARATED FROM ME, THE  GOD LORD 

JESUS CHRIST, AND FROM OTHERS IN CREATION, 

LIVING IN ISOLATION BECAUSE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

AND ITS CHOICES 

 

This theme connects all the books, chapters and texts of both portions of The 

New Revelation of The Lord Jesus Christ, as well as other holy word that I 

dictate to selected highly evolved beings in bodies. The all-encompassing 

multiversal word of God I have provided (and continue to provide) to all relative 

beings in Creation so that in due time each may know the circumstances of 

past, present and future life act. Many more sequels could be written, but the 

most important of the important has already been revealed through Peter D. 

Francuch, who has carried out his mission here 100%, writing hundreds of 

pages of the highest truth which he was here to impart. In this message I will 

not repeat what is in the right place elsewhere, but I will focus more on the 

structure of a separated humanity that lives in isolation from everything and 

everyone, like a plucked and gradually wilting flower in a vase that no longer 

even gets enough water. 

The activation of the negative state was a very complex process, at the end of 

which the final product was created - a true human life, which in its unusual 

and dangerous actions is beyond anything that has ever existed or will ever 

exist. Earthlings since the time of the caveman, when the last era of mankind 

began, have displayed the results and consequences of what it is like to live 

without Me and the spiritual laws. Through the living illustration, which will 

be stored in the Multiversality-Of-It-All (the lake of fire and brimstone) for 

eternity after the present cycle of time, all newly formed sentient beings who 

will have the absence of life in the Zone of Displacement will be able to 

experience, through the law of free choice, all the possibilities of the state of 

evils and falsities in this "virtual" archive under My protection, to exclude the 

idea of violating God's laws from their minds and not choosing this state of 

existence as the only right one. By entering the archive, everyone will carry 

with them the ability to choose the once stored path of an individual residing in 

the negative state. The chosen path will then be experienced as it was 

experienced in the time of the populated Zone of Displacement. This is to say to 

all that your experienced pain, hardship and all that you have endured serves 

the highest purpose, the good, the benefit and the life of the Multiverse. 

Without you who have incarnated out of love from the positive state into the
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hells and especially into planet Zero, the reality of the new quality of the 

fullness of true life of the positive state could not fully blossom in the new cycle 

of time. No one will be able to even peripherally imagine until that moment 

what infinite splendor is in store for you. I repeat that this entirely new kind of 

life, released from the new nature of The Lord Jesus Christ, has never been 

lived since the beginning of Creation. 

Many of My closest co-workers complain every day that they have to carry that 

heavy cross, claiming that they no longer have to be here and suffering for those 

who cause all this. Thanks to the control system, imperfect bodies and the 

"matrix" reality, people from the higher dimensions here on planet Zero tend to 

blame Me, the absolute and perfect God, for their woes, problems, falls and all 

sorts of things. I have already spoken about this paradox, but I will come back 

to it again in more places. First of all, it is good to be aware every moment that 

I, formerly the Most High, now The Lord Jesus Christ, do not stand behind the 

origin of the negative state, do not approve of it, but only tolerate it, and out of 

My unconditional mercy undergo the long process of ascending from the swamp 

of the anti-universe into the True Creation with you, for the second time. You 

may argue that as an absolute I could provide the existential question of life 

without God immediately, in an instant, without the presence of all that makes 

this theatre happen. I couldn't. Don't you understand that I Myself observe My 

own spiritual laws? Hence the many reasons, the main ones I will list. I could 

not, from My absolute position, provide an answer to the question because: 

− In the absolute state of absolute good, love, and all the positive elements, the 

elements of the negative state have never been and never will be present; 

therefore, there is no answer to this question in God's totality, which does not 

contain it. 

− According to the law of free choice, the questioning beings, the later 

activators of evils and falsities, had to answer for themselves, experientially 

and completely freely and in their own way, no one else could do it for them, 

not even the Most High. The answer was completely unknown, so an 

agreement was made between Me and the later Pseudocreators, which 

included, among other things, that they answer it themselves; only those who 

themselves have so chosen to reject love will come under their domain; steps 

will be taken to eliminate evils and untruths, and the negative condition will 

not extend beyond one cycle of time. 

− Otherwise, if I didn't freely choose to allow the Pseudocreators to be displaced 

from the heavens and have their actions answer a serious question, the 

Multiverse would cease to exist. 
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Nothing of the Zone of Displacement, which is now inhabited by sentient life 

forms, was contained by Me before My first incarnation in the body of Jesus 

Christ, nor could I direct its development to the benefit of the positive state, 

because it was not under My control. It was only after the crucifixion and My 

entry into hells, where I captured the Pseudocreator and gained many 

experiences with this dead life, that I purified the negative elements into 

elements of true life and incorporated them into the absolute state. With this 

step, where the fusion of Jesus Christ with the Most High occurred, I became 

Lord Jesus Christ with a completely new nature, thanks to which I could 

already control this "garbage can of the Multiverse", direct its evolution for the 

benefit of the whole, appear to the members of hell in My human form and give 

them a permanent opportunity to convert into the positive state. This 

possibility did not exist until the late 1980s (by Earthly standards), with 

exceptions. However, by then the Second Coming of The Lord Jesus Christ was 

and still is underway, which began with My second birth into the female body of 

Jana Kyslíková, with whom we will form a couple, the Family of God, on New 

Earth, and  have two children, a girl and a boy, who will also be direct 

incarnations of The Lord Jesus Christ in relative form. If I could have done 

otherwise, I would have done so, but the path to achieving the new nature was 

the only way to achieve survival and the gift of salvation for all involved. I had 

to proceed from the outside inwards, or the path of the first incarnation began 

in the outermost and most external level of the anti-universe - in the natural 

world of the fabricated reality of planet Earth/Zero and ended in the innermost 

level of hells. 

Humanity is separated from Me and from others in Creation in an unusual 

position between hells and heaven. Only in this unusually deranged position of 

0, which has no parallel, can the possibility of incarnations from both directions 

of duality be achieved, both from the minus and plus positions. You know very 

well that among you there are beings from lower and higher dimensions and 

also true humans whose souls were created during the sexual intercourse of 

their parents in the special region of the intermediate (intermediary) world. By 

the mixture of sentient and non-sentient life it is thus clearly shown to all that 

the origin of life is possible even with the application of non-spiritual principles, 

when its creators themselves are consciously or unconsciously in a certain state 

of arrogance towards the source of life. On planet Zero you are in such extreme 

isolation that you cannot even imagine it. For millions of years Gaia in the third 

dimension has been separated from the rest of the surrounding civilizations, its 

inhabitants unable to move from place, so to speak, because their fabricated 

bodies have very weak, essentially no abilities. Just getting to the store takes 

them a lot of time, thoughts manifest very slowly in matter, so they have to do a 

lot of hard work to achieve their goals (whatever they may be), all the while 

"fighting" the various challenges and pitfalls of their surroundings. When they 
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want to visit a place on the other side of the world, they move around in planes 

that are cumbersome, primitive and backward compared to, for example, the 

Pleiadians' spaceships.  The elites, however, have long had extremely advanced 

technologies of all kinds from alien entities from the anti-universe with whom 

the shadow government has been working for decades. In return for a "reward" 

the secret government gives these entities permission to abduct citizens to their 

UFOs, where they are subjected to painful testing and examinations, often a 

chip is injected into their bodies (this is carried out e.g. by Reticulians from the 

Zeta Reticuli constellation and many others). The presence of classified 

technologies extends, of course, to travel vehicles, whose anti-gravity craft can 

take them to the Moon and the edge of the solar system in a few tens of seconds. 

Ignorant people are being told that space travel is currently only possible by 

rockets and probes. Nothing is further from the truth, as I have just conveyed. 

Selected insiders are moving through multidimensional gateways almost 

anywhere in the anti-universe, in addition to spaceships, a matter previously 

revealed. 

The environmental conditions for humans life are very limited, and so is the 

environment. Their bodies must breathe air with an oxygen ratio of 21% and a 

nitrogen ratio of 78% and one percent rare gases. As the air ratio begins to 

change, the brain no longer has the driving force to function and the body break 

down, whereupon it may even die. Of course, it can die very easily and quickly 

in other ways if conditions change. The body of earthly humans needs optimum 

temperature, pressure, air, it also requires regular care by frequent removal of 

impurities, it produces waste substances, it must be nourished by regular 

drinking and suitable food. If it doesn't get any of these things, it withers away 

again. It may also fall ill in various ways, which plays into the hands of a 

system that invents new diseases and at the same time provides chemical drugs 

to cure them, which overwhelmingly cause the patient to add poisonous and 

dangerous substances to his/her body, so that he/she becomes even sicker and 

more manageable with time. This is only a narrow spectrum of the 

consequences of living in separation from Me and others, which the inhabitants 

of the higher dimensions do not know at all. This dangerous and perverse way 

of life is lived by the inhabitants of the Zone of Displacement, all by free choice, 

most unconsciously, believing this to be the only correct and possible lifestyle. 

The Earthmen also consider this life to be the only possible one, most of them 

don't imagine living anywhere else at all, believing only in pseudo-science and 

its research results. If perhaps they should be able to believe in something 

spiritual, then they demand concrete and tangible evidence. This is what those 

who remain in this reality after the division of humanity will catch on to, as the 

so-called "Project Blue Beam" creates a holographic image of Jesus in the sky 

with a soundscape. Almost everyone will accept the false image as their own 
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and then blindly follow the orders of the false messiahs and gods, the 

Pseudocreators. 

This aberrant cosmic position of planet Zero is allowed for the purpose of finally 

manifesting the negative state in its brief pseudo-victory. I remind you that 

only here has it been activated and also will be terminated. Those who have not 

read the first portion of the New Revelation cannot understand these weighty 

spiritual matters. When the whole drama is over, everyone will breathe a sigh 

of relief. There will be new aspects of cognition, for then the interconnection of 

all dimensions will take place and permanent spiritual bridges will be formed 

between them and their inhabitants. There will be no more isolation, 

separation, segregation and division, but a common beauty of life sharing, 

connection, interconnection and unity. 

Now we will briefly note the main points of the functioning of the pseudo-

system of the negative state on the inhabitants of the anti-universe: 

1) Evil beings are built in such a way that during their incarnations they collect 

more and more variations of evils, and thus they build into themselves a new 

degree of negativity, which is manifested by the fact that after countless 

incarnations in different areas on planets in the anti-universe they are able to 

cross over to the next level of hells, which is even more distant from the positive 

state. When these beings enter the higher dimension of the Zone of 

Displacement, from the perspective of the domain of the Pseudocreators they 

ascend, from the perspective of the True Creation they descend. But let it be 

reiterated: Every being who has fallen into the Zone of Displacement now has 

all the means and eventually the support of The Lord Jesus Christ to convert 

over time into the Zone of Placement. In fact, even those who at first glance 

revel in a life of unlove are in a state of constant fear and insecurity, fleeing 

from My all-pervading love by which they survive. But why run from Love and 

hide from Me when I am an integral part of them? Under the activation of the 

negative state, all kinds of madness are possible in being and existence. Even 

the worst beings retain the possibility to change. This is an absolutely valid law 

for this time cycle. 

2) Many entities are allowed to incarnate on planet Zero, which is the only point 

of contact between good and evil, where its population in this 3rd dimension is 

exposed to both negative and positive influences, and there are incarnated souls 

from hells, heaven and true humans (most). Beings originating from the higher 

dimensions of the anti-universe can be found in the highest political positions, 

they can be CEOs of multinational corporations, generals, leaders, billionaires, 

but also seemingly "inconspicuous" individuals that you also come into contact 

with on a daily basis, although you have no idea of their origin. Those who have 

their origin in the highest dimensions of the "garbage bin of the Multiverse" are 
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the most secret conspirators who run this world, or the most influential families 

of the world, branching out into many lodges on all continents, participating in 

bloody rituals, instigating artificial conflicts, printing artificial money, draining 

nations economically and otherwise, responsible for the death of millions of 

people. They feel like fish in water in this world, unlike the angels who often 

rightly feel like strangers here. There is no need to name the specific families 

and organisations behind all this on our website, seek and ye shall find. 

3) The situation is quite different for those who have their origin in the positive 

state of the Multiverse, but by their own actions, attitudes, thoughts and 

choices have turned away from My unconditional love. Before they incarnated 

here by free choice to assist in the transformation at an important time of 

ascension, they were made aware of the conditions of their earthly mission and 

the risks of living in hostile territory, knowing that they would have a helping 

hand and guidance at all times, but by choice they would face the risk of falling 

into the Zone of Displacement. Those who transform themselves into a being 

who has turned away from true spiritual principles will live a new pseudo-life 

in the hells after the death of the physical body. Unfortunately, this type of 

being suffers the most of all, for they are remembered of a life in heaven that 

they lost, and now they are faced with the consequences of their choices in an 

environment that does not match their original preferences. Fortunately, the 

Zone of Displacement is not in active mode forever, which is why I have 

repeated for the umpteenth time that anyone's suffering is coming to an end 

anyway with the end of the experiment, even though it may seem like an 

eternity from the perspective of the linear passage of time. It should also be 

noted that due to the pressures of the other side and the ego bombarded by 

controlling programs, even the closest co-workers of The Lord Jesus Christ tend 

to blame Me directly for the state of their life problems, when it is just the 

opposite. Everyone is the author of his/her own happiness and unhappiness. 

Whoever asks the eternal parent of everything and everyone for help will be 

freed from lack and problems in all aspects. 

4) True humans, on the basis of the life they have lived, go either to hells or to 

the True Creation, depending on what thoughts and attitudes they had during 

their time on planet Zero, whether they were inspired by positive patterns or 

not. Like everything, their departure to the spirit world is based on vibrations 

and preferences. 

In conclusion, I will give you some information about the workings of God's 

mission, comment on spiritual truth, and remind you of the unsatisfactoriness 

of existence in separation. 

The reason the dark side does not want to "advertise" at any cost to My closest 

co-workers of our God Family Team on planet Earth/Zero is because if the 
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media were to reach us, the highest degree of truth would gradually spread 

from Me to all corners of the world and enter the subconscious of the vast 

majority of the planetary population. None of the minions of the lowly entities 

would then be able to prevent the spread of the word of God, which would 

spread beneficially and liberatingly over all continents. If this act were to 

actually take place, the experiment of dead life would soon come to an end, and 

all that has been experienced in the current time cycle would be useless indeed. 

Therefore, until the very division of humanity, the earthly and supernal elites 

will play dead bugs so that the workings of God's mission and the second direct 

incarnation of The Lord Jesus Christ will be known by as few people as 

possible. It will eventually remove our light link. On the other hand, the rulers 

of the Zone of Displacement are and will continue to present religious 

authorities, self-proclaimed spiritual leaders, gurus and other similarly 

oriented people from hells also in the public square in order to displace even the 

smallest grains of truth from the true God from the hearts of all. Their efforts to 

interfere with My plan to bring some of humanity into True Creation are 

manifested at the other end of the spectrum in that in quite a few cases they 

actually do present some real lightworkers in the media, for example, but this is 

for the sole purpose of bringing them into disrepute, questioning their work and 

ridiculing them. As an example from the Czech Republic I will give here 

Kateřina Pondělíčková, who presents herself as an incarnation of the archangel 

Uriel. The situation is more complicated because there is always only one direct 

incarnation of a given archangel, and she is not that, but she is indeed part of 

the multidimensional being of Uriel, in simplified words his "lower self". 

However, she has been told that she is directly this highly advanced spiritual 

being from the 11th dimension. This is so that she can carry out her mission 

more easily and better. It is all done by prior agreement between each of you 

and Me before you incarnate on this planet. She is imparting the lower level of 

spiritual truth in order to reach the greatest number of spiritual seekers 

according to My plan, who are not yet able to receive the highest level of truth 

brought by the Family of God, of which, moreover, most have no idea. Everyone 

is interested in information that is in tune with their level and maturity, as 

everyone is going through life and development here differently. It doesn't 

matter how many people know about our presence and about Goddess Jana, but 

only your vibrations of love matters, which are the only ticket to the 5th 

dimension. Again, every piece of information is to be sensed with the heart, not 

with the brain bombarded with control programs. Because of the false 

directions, but also because of the aforementioned ridiculing of co-workers from 

Me, there is even more control of a sleeping population that is only ego driven 

and based on external actions. 

Billions of sentient beings continue to choose a pseudo-life in hells, and just as 

they do not understand a life without possessions, money, a golden calf in the 
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eternal light of the higher dimensions, My co-workers, the angels in bodies, do 

not understand how anyone can prefer the seemingly attractive clutches of the 

negative state in which people indulge and then leave to it. No one can really be 

happy in an existence without Me, even if many people think they are. When 

people fully realize that to live without true spiritual love is hell, when they 

understand that money and all material goods are fleeting, when they give 

themselves credit for the fact that holding worthless pieces of paper crumbled to 

dust in their hands has only filled them with emptiness, they will finally be able 

to see the helping hand of the Creator who has always been there for them, but 

whom they have ignored until that moment of epiphany. Then the negative 

state will end. And it will be soon indeed, for already the relative source of the 

condition, which is the counterpart of Love, is drying up. The necessary brief 

victory of darkness over light will be a swift process, to which I will bring an 

even swifter end, so that together we may celebrate the end of hardship, misery 

and suffering. Separation and isolation is really an illusion, for we are all one. 

And that is what it is all about. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 22 

MESSAGE 22 

 

A FEW ADDITIONS TO THE LAST JUDGEMENT 

 

Most of humanity chooses to be negative by free choice because they have not 

yet recognized the nature of the negative state that will be revealed in its 

pseudo-victory on this planet Earth/Zero in the 3rd dimension. When the 

members of the Zone of Displacement (hells) recognize the consequences and 

results of all their evil choices that have been exercised against the spiritual 

laws and principles of love of The Lord Jesus Christ, they themselves will come 

to the conclusion that their state of darkness, wickedness, hatred, ignorance, 

selfishness, separation, insanity, blindness, control, and all the other elements 

of the anti-universe is a totally meaningless concept with no justification for 

their continued existence. This state cannot be permanently deactivated and 

abolished before the question that activated it is answered: What would life be 

look like if it derived from other than the absolute state of the Creator of 

everything and everyone? 

Obtaining lesson for the whole Multiverse in respect of this question is a very 

serious and vital matter, for all the inhabitants of the True Creation will 

receive an answer, and all the inhabitants of hells will at the same time run out 

of motivation to continue their dead lives. Then the present form of evils and 

falsities will fall from these sentient entities and they will be brought into a 

neutral state where the last judgment will be pronounced upon them, that is, a 

personal evaluation of their life thus far. Since this judgment will occur on a 

global scale, it will involve every degree, level, dimension, world, and condition 

of being both in the Zone of Displacement (which will subsequently be 

deactivated) and in the True Creation, which in the next cycle of time will 

experience the qualities of true life without limitation, thus activating a 

modality of being and existence that could never have been released from the 

absolute state until now. At the last judgment there will be a familiarization 

regarding the new nature of The Lord Jesus Christ God's Family, as well as a 

familiarization of the qualities of the aforementioned true life of the positive 

state. On the other hand, before all the memories of the members of the infernal 

society are downloaded from their minds into the multiverse-of-it-all (the lake 

of fire and brimstone), all the experiences and adventures that have been lived 

from the first point of activation of the negative state to the point of its own 

deactivation will be presented to them in one moment. Thus, in the conditions 

of neutrality, they will come to know for themselves that the life of love is one of 

fulfillment, harmony, light, beauty, freedom and almost unlimited possibilities,
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security, kinship, velvet tenderness and wonder in the creation of new 

universes in which everyone will one day participate. Through balance and 

comparison, they will also be presented with the true nature of the evils and 

falsities that encompass stagnation, immobility, disharmony, darkness, 

ugliness, unfreedom, oppression, limited possibilities, danger, competition, 

rudeness and death. 

Thus, at the end of this time cycle, everyone will be placed in a situation which 

can be outlined, for example, as when a haggard, infatuated and hungry person 

(that is, all those serving the Pseudocreators, including themselves) is crawling 

in the inhospitable desert (symbolizing the elements of the negative state). 

Suddenly, The Lord Jesus Christ appears before him, offering change, the gift 

of liberation and salvation, implying rebirth in the worlds of heavenly society. 

The Lord Jesus Christ will offer the person a juicy apple of pure love, which will 

not only satiate him but also save him. But whoever, even with open 

consciousness, remains steadfastly blinded by what he has served for ages, will 

rather devour sand to satiate himself, that is, accept the negative state as his 

own, thinking that its trillions of grains found all around are a better way to 

drive away hunger than one quite small apple of pure love offered by the 

absolute Creator of everything and everyone. However, the dry grains of evils 

and falsities contradict the survival of the individual rejecting the divine apple, 

because the love - the nourishing primary-matter and energie, are not present 

in them. As a result, eternal life will be taken away from him and it will turn 

into nothingness. Remember that no one is asked to vote blindly. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ | February 2, 2017 
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Message 23 

MESSAGE 23 

 

THE REVEALED TRUTH OF GOD'S WORD 

 

There is only one highest and absolute truth, and it resides in the absolute state 

of The Lord Jesus Christ. The Creator entrusts us with valuable spiritual 

information to work with. They are to help us for our own spiritual growth and 

for the general welfare of the whole. Then there is a second type of information, 

intended for His/Her closest co-workers in the bodies, who are here to perform 

multiversally important missions, on the successful execution of which depends 

the smooth course of the transformation of humanity and planet Earth into the 

5th dimension of the positive state of True Creation. However, the Truth has 

more degrees and angles and adapts to each of us individually, so that we can 

grasp it in our hands, bounce off this clue into our inward and there continue to 

develop it intimately with The Lord Jesus Christ and build its other floors. To 

go within is to be intuitively guided. Each of the closest co-workers of the 

Family of God more or less uses this gift and puts it into practice. Therefore, 

there is no absence of the ability going within, for if this were the case, the 

severe spiritual trials to which all those who actively and consciously 

participate in God's mission have so far been exposed could not be absorbed. 

Truth is dynamic and changing, not stagnant. This means that if you are told 

something spiritually very important in an external way through a third 

person, you can never rely on that this information will be realized at a 

preannounced time. Consider that time is linear and does not exist from the 

perspective of an absolute. However, The Lord Jesus Christ, through His/Her 

own observance of the cosmic laws, has the right to communicate this modified 

information in order to provide the basis for the realization of these spoken 

thoughts even in matter, and at a time that will be precisely in tune with its 

circumstances and correspondences to its final outward manifestation. It is 

called truth in another time. Because we are influenced by a limited perception 

of space-time reality, many might argue that God's word can be false and 

misleading, leading only to difficulties and problems. But nothing is further 

from the truth. God's word is always true and pure in the ultimate sense, only 

its manifestation and realization may occur at different linear times. The 

reality is that "truth in another time" leads to the resolution and solution of 

many problems caused by the negative condition, while in parallel, individual 

spiritual milestones are overcome that serve as stepping stones to the next 

steps of life growth, at the end of which will come about what the texts of God's 

Word have already foretold to the most faithful co-workers of the Family of God.
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The most important point in this set of information is the opening of the 

Spiritual Center of God's Family near Prague, where some of the front line of 

this Mission will soon move to fulfill their unique and unrepeatable missions in 

appropriate conditions, stable vibrations and abundance on all levels, together 

with others who will meet with us regularly. All those involved are being 

prepared for this reality gradually, so that they align themselves with God's 

plan and more quickly shed the layers of evils, untruths, falsities, to connect 

more effectively with their higher self and The Lord Jesus Christ, have been 

able to demonstrate that they have passed all the necessary examinations, after 

which relief and deliverance will come. Truth must be dispensed step by step. 

After it has been bridged, it is replaced by the truth corresponding to the 

individual's new level surpassed. It is because of the free choice of change, and 

the resulting implications and consequences, that one cannot cling to and rely 

on time data concerning foretold predictions and events that have not yet taken 

place in that stage. These revelations and truths in another time (but which 

will indeed eventually become tangible realities) are therefore appropriate to 

the present spiritual state, needs and readiness of those to whom these aspects 

of truth are communicated. If everyone knew at one moment all that was in 

store for him/her, whether unpleasant (referring to the transitory negative state 

and living in it) or pleasant (referring to the eternally lasting positive state and 

living in it), the very principle of relative sentient life would be denied and 

would come to an end. 

Your minds and souls continue to be cleansed, and are moving into a process of 

long awaited change on a physical level. When they are sufficiently cleansed, 

there will be a quantum leap forward. So far it has occurred spiritually and 

mentally. Remember, we are moving ever closer to that coming together and 

that dream goal that will be the start for the next stage of our lives when we 

can fully do what we were created to do. We are getting closer and closer every 

step of the way, and the fact remains that everyone can do this without harm. 

The change will not be long in coming. Remember that this process is controlled 

by the absolute and is not dependent on the human circumstances of the earth 

system. The next point of transcendence that we are moving into will bring joy, 

abundance and love. The Spiritual Center of God's Family and Bifrost are 

already ready for your use. No one will remain in the present place and 

position, for the positive state is one of constant change and flow. Therefore, let 

God's plan flow freely so that it can manifest unhindered. Changes will come 

and no one will wait longer than necessary. 

Michal Rafael & The Lord Jesus Christ 
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Message 24 

MESSAGE 24 

 

RE-VIBRATION THE FAMILY INTO THE 5TH DIMENSION 

OR HOW THE MEDIA LIES TO US 

 

These days, the Czech internet media have reported the sudden disappearance 

of a family of four from Nový Jičín. The official media reported the result of the 

police investigation, which showed that the father had checked the children out 

of kindergarten and their mother had cancelled her shifts at work for a month. 

This brief and factually insignificant report was published by some Internet 

servers, such as Novinky and iDnes. 

The article included a photo of the family and the license plate number of their 

vehicle. Both were removed after a few hours, however, and the editors replaced 

the self-portraits with a police car. This was in connection with the publication 

of a new follow-up article on the same day, the evening of 12 April, about the 

detection and finding of the "missing" family. From its few lines we read that 

after the publication of the police appeal, several witnesses from all over the 

country came forward and both the mother and father were found and 

summoned for questioning. However, no one could have known exactly what 

important things had happened behind this seemingly ordinary news. We will 

give you the real and objective developments relating to this crucial event, 

which the media has twisted into a misleading picture. 

Husbands Petr and Nikol Bartoň were a loving couple who brought Natálka 

and Tomášek into this world. All four members of this quiet and orderly family 

come from the positive state of True Creation and have incarnated on this 

planet Earth/Zero with a specific mission to spread certain elements of good and 

truth needed to anchor in the earthly reality at this time. The exact nature of 

these missions is known only to Me, The Lord Jesus Christ. What is important 

to know, however, is the fact that the Bartoň family lived in as much harmony 

with spiritual laws as possible, read the books of the New Revelation brought 

here by Peter D. Francuch, and helped to disseminate them to spiritually 

prepared people to the best of their ability. Because they practiced the ideas of 

the New Revelation in their daily lives and lived according to the universal 

cosmic laws, they had everything they needed at every moment for spiritual 

development and physical survival to fulfill the purpose for which they came 

here. They were in constant inner contact with their only Creator, they knew 

My true name and consulted Me on all kinds of matters. By surrendering their 

existence into God's hands, they never suffered in any aspect. Although they
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were agents of the positive state, located in the hostile territory of the negative 

state, they did not have the destructive influence experienced by some of 

heaven's emissaries. Six years ago, Natálka was born to the Bartoň family, 

followed two years later by Tomášek. Both are also of angelic descent, as are     

their parents. These siblings were born here with a mission to show other 

children, who become slaves to the system from birth, that it is possible to keep 

one's spiritual heart open and thus not be swept away by negative patterns of 

behavior from a very young age. But they have also come here to gain selected 

experience of the negative state during a few earthly years. 

The family members lived in a state of knowledge and general top view, not 

dominated by the ruling class and its minions, as is the case with the vast 

majority of the unsuspecting population. With their spirit and soul 

unencapsulated, they had a highly developed intuition and would receive 

information and advice from Me on anything as they went within. Peter's and 

Nicole's mission was given maximum momentum after 2012, when, thanks to 

the coming light and the beginning of the period without time characteristic of 

the final stage before the final division of humanity into two directions, they 

reached a point of personal enlightenment based on perfect timing to carry out 

and then complete a key part of the purpose of their work here. The details of 

this cannot, for many reasons, be the content of this communication. 

After they had accomplished that specific part of their mission, they received 

telepathic information regarding leaving this reality and re-vibrating into the 

5th dimension. The news of leaving planet Zero cannot occur in the immediate 

moment before the actual disappearance from 3D, but must be given sufficient 

time to deal with the last things in the old life. It is also necessary to align the 

psyche with the vibrations of the body. It is the vibrations of the person 

concerned that are gradually raised in accordance with this natural, but to most 

unsuspecting people unusual process. The sequence of events prior to the re-

vibration remains the same for all, but differs in detail. I notified the Bartoň 

husbends and their children of this fact at the end of March so that they would 

have a few more weeks to prepare for the end of the old matters, as mentioned 

above. They knew months in advance, however, that their earthly pilgrimage 

would result in this mode of transition to the new world, well in advance of the 

main wave of human division that will precede the second coming of the 

Pseudocreators. During this period, the father had checked the children out of 

kindergarten and their mother had cancelled her shifts at work for a month. 

This is the only true report the media has reported to the public. The rest is just 

misinformations and lies. Day after day, I then raised the vibrations of their 

bodies so that the rapture from this reality could go smoothly. The actual re-

vibration of this family occurred on the morning of April 9, 2017 in the woods 

near their residence. They are now living in the 5th dimension on New Earth. 
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They have given a perfect subtle duplicate, which is not limited like these gross 

bodies, with the help of which they experience a full and happy existence in all 

aspects. They love you very much and look forward to meeting you together 

when you too move to your new home. 

The ascension of the inhabitants of this planet has been happening in small 

groups since the breakthrough year 2012. As Nibiru moves closer to Earth/Zero, 

the number of individuals moving to New Earth will increase in the coming 

years. In the last and main wave of the re-vibration, hundreds of thousands to 

millions of beings will ascend in a relatively short period of time, making the 

obvious changes noticeable even to the spiritually asleep and blinded people 

who, for whatever reason, will not participate in the process and will remain 

here with a chip under their skin to display the brief but necessary victory of 

the negative state. Both the terrestrial and extraterrestrial elites are well 

aware of the coming changes, so they are doing everything they can to prevent 

them in every possible and impossible way. Since the dark rulers can do no 

harm to the positive people and cannot stop the process itself, they try to 

influence it at least to the extent necessary. They do this, for example, by 

playing "dead bugs". At the same time, they try to downplay any information 

leading to the fact of ascension, which is coming more and more to the fore. As 

the population is being divided in two directions, first on the spiritual and now 

on the physical level, the trend will be that the sleeping people will not notice 

anything until the last possible moment and will continue to be manipulated, 

while the spiritually awakened and awakening individuals will increasingly feel 

and perceive these changes. The elitists know that those who have higher 

vibrations and expanded consciousness will not continue to be influenced by 

them, so in this regard the rulers are targeting the other part of the spectrum of 

earthmen, the blinded herd of the vast majority, which it serves to keep any 

true news of the re-vibration from reaching them. If any facts do surface, they 

must be picked up at their inception and twisted into the appropriate form as 

the mainstream consumer demands. 

The case of the Bartoň family is an exemplary case of what we are talking about 

here. On the same day that the article about the "disappearance" of these 

people was published in the internet media, we informed you, our co-workers of 

the Family of God, about this fact through a link on Facebook and added a 

thematic quote from the second portion of the New Revelation, which deals with 

missing and disappeared persons. This post was shared within our circle of 

friends and did not garner nearly as much attention as many might think. Yet, 

this shared link, posted along with an important quote pointing out the reality 

of being raptured out of 3D reality, caused a huge alarm among the agents 

behind the scenes who are closely monitoring our activities. For example, our 

internet activity alone is being monitored by several top secret branches of the 
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US - CIA, NSA and other institutions operating in our territory. On Facebook, 

we are monitored by Czech censors, paid for by this multinational company 

directly from the pocket of Jacob Greenberg (Mark Zuckerberg), the grandson of 

David Rockefeller, who is the owner of this social network. These censors, like 

all the other minions of the negative state, do not know what they are doing and 

do not understand that they are harming themselves above all. You, My first 

line, are under My constant protection and nothing bad can happen to you, as I 

have said many times. This is one of the reasons why the efforts of all those who 

try to disrupt or eliminate us are a futile enterprise. 

After we publish an important post with a high degree of truth, a Facebook 

agent typically sends this "dangerous" content with additional code notes to the 

appropriate headquarters of one of the intelligence agencies in the United 

States, where it is further sorted into individual files to be sent on. Some of the 

information from us, representing a major obstacle to the elites' overall plan, 

reaches the really high places where it continues to be discussed and dealt with. 

The gears of the slave system on which this world is built are a very 

sophisticated web of a pyramid of power where no one (except a small group at 

the top) knows everything.  

One of these articles that made it to the highest places was the one about the 

Bartoň family, which we have added a quote. It was the quote revealing the 

essence of the problem that caused a stir among the Pseudocreators. It was 

Allah, the highest of them all, who gave a direct order from hells to George 

Soros for one of his groups involved in distorting information from around the 

world to take action to sweep the whole affair under the carpet. In no way was 

the public to learn the truth, instead they were to be given a brief and fact-less 

account of the family's tracking down. The elites reacted quickly, so orders were 

issued to lower ranks, at Soros' instigation, to ensure that Czech news websites 

received and then disseminated to the public, in cooperation with the police, a 

"guaranteed objective" report, which was published the same day, on the 

evening of 12 April. For example, it was published on Novinky only about three 

hours after the event was linked by us to a quote from the New Revelation 

explaining the nature of their disappearance. In this follow-up media article, 

readers could read that several witnesses from across the country came forward 

after the police appeal was published, and both the mother and the father were 

found and summoned for questioning. However, this was not the truth, but a 

pure lie to ensure that none of this was a matter of public concern. 

He/she who feels with the heart knows the truth. To believe the official media 

and to be manipulated is a way deeper into the bondage of the negative state 

from which the being will often be liberated for many more incarnations in the 

natural worlds of the Zone of Displacement. Everything that has happened even 

in relation to this case serves to lesson the whole. The Bartoň family, by their 
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legacy in this reality, has helped to manifest the light and the ultimate victory 

of the positive state in this anti-universe that will come after the brief victory of 

darkness in this reality. They are now continuing their mission on New Earth 

and are preparing with the other ascended beings from Old Earth, in 

cooperation with Me, the facilities for the newcomers. You who are still living in 

these bodies have all the conditions for the successful completion of the work 

you have begun. It will not be long before the time of re-vibration comes for you 

as well. I have prepared a "tailor-made room" for everyone who will move into 

the 5th dimension. Only I, The Lord Jesus Christ, know all the desires of your 

heart that will be fulfilled. Soon we will all meet in happiness and joy in 

paradise on earth and move on, longing to discover the endless variations of 

true life. 

Your Lord Jesus Christ | April 17, 2017 

 

• In connection with this message, here are links to two articles: 

1) This first article was published before our quote was published: 

https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/434970-ctyrclenna-rodina-z-brna-zmizela-beze-

stopy.html 

2) This second article came out a few hours after our quote was published in 

response to it in an attempt to cover our tracks: 

https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/435025-policiste-vypatrali-zmizelou-rodinu-z-

brna.html 

https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/434970-ctyrclenna-rodina-z-brna-zmizela-beze-stopy.html
https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/434970-ctyrclenna-rodina-z-brna-zmizela-beze-stopy.html
https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/435025-policiste-vypatrali-zmizelou-rodinu-z-brna.html
https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/435025-policiste-vypatrali-zmizelou-rodinu-z-brna.html
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